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This study attempted to investigate the effects of

aphasia on word retrieval skills in a bilingual (Spanish-

English) anomic patient. Two aspects of word finding diffi-

culties were considered. First, an attempt was made to

determine whether the patient exhibited the same degree of

difficulty in both languages. Second, after the presentation

of three different types of facilatory cues (initial syllable,

sentence completion, translated word) the correct number of

correct responses per cue were analyzed to determine whether

or not the same kinds of cues were equally effective in

English and in Spanish. Results indicated that word retrieval

was affected to essentially the same degree in both languages,

with performance in Spanish only slightly better than in

English. Cue effectiveness also appeared to differ across

languages.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Language has been defined as "the knowledge of a code

for representing ideas about the world through a conventional

system of arbitrary symbols" (3, p. 23). This knowledge, or

competence, has been considered by some to be a process which

is unique to the human cortex (6, 28, 32, 35, 36). Chomsky

(6) described language as being a rule-governed system in

which one may create an indefinite number of constructions

based upon a finite set of rules.

Four systems combine to form language: phonology, syn-

tax, morphology, and semantics. Phonology refers to the rules

by which speakers join sounds of a language together. The

temporal sequencing of words to convey intent is known as

syntax. Morphology governs the manner in which meaningful

sounds are combined to form large units of meaning. The

semantic system establishes and governs the use of words, or

groups of words, to accurately represent objects and events

and relationships.

The brain is both structurally and functionally involved

with language. The left hemisphere is dominant for linguis-

tic operations in 95 to 98 percent of adult speakers (16,

17, 23, 37, 46, 56, 57). Although a correlation exists
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between right-handedness and left cerebral dominance (2,

22, 25), the majority of left-handed individuals (sinestrals)

also exhibit a left hemispheric control for language (44, 46).

Left hemispheric regulation is, however, less defined in

sinestrals, with right hemispheric participation in language

mediation (co-dominance) being more common in these speakers

than in right-handed speakers (4, 12, 18, 46).

Areas in the dominant hemisphere which are associated

with language production and processing are located near the

parieto-temporal-occipital junction, in an area referred to

as the parasylvian region (8, 34, 42). Lesions in the

anterior portion of the parasylvian region are associated

with expressive language deficits while posterior lesions

are associated with comprehension deficits (20).

Bilingual speakers, like monolinguals, demonstrate a

left hemispheric dominance for language (5, 29, 30, 31);

however, it has been suggested (40, 50) that a greater amount

of linguistic activity occurs in the right hemisphere of

certain bilingual speakers. The difference in the relative

degree of hemispheric involvement in language function

between groups of bilinguals has been attributed to unique

processing strategies of some speakers, specifically among

speakers who have learned their languages at different ages

(15, 27, 39, 41, 49). Two factors may influence language

processing strategies at different ages: the neurological
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maturity of the brain at different stages of development

and different cognitive schemata employed at different ages

(49).

Knowledge of two or more languages, bilingualism and

multilingualism, respectively, entails the manipulation of

two or more symbol systems. The processes by which the

speaker (bilingual or polyglot) manipulates the symbols of

the languages may be judged quantitatively, or perhaps

qualitatively (26). When the expressive or receptive

competencies in each language are compared, the term "bal-

anced" is often used to describe the degree of fluency in a

speaker's respective languages. Some authors (11, 30, 41,

54) categorize bilingual speakers according to hypothetical

processing strategies. The categories "compound," "coordi-

nate," and "subordinate" are employed to describe the

speakers' use of their language(s) to represent thought. A

compound speaker presumably has two symbols which are

governed under a single system, that correlate with a single

thought or construct. Two systems are employed by a coordi-

nate bilingual, each governing the manner by which respec-

tive symbols represent ideas and thoughts. The speaker must

make some transition at the cognitive level to relate symbols

between languages. When a speaker is more proficient in one

language than another, the term "subordinate" is used. Fol-

lowing representation of ideas in the native tongue, the
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subordinate speaker must choose symbols from the second

language to represent his or her thoughts. A speaker may

be categorized into any one of the above groups at different

times during the development of linguistic competence.

The relative age of language acquisition may be related

to the manner by which the speaker manipulates both first and

subsequent languages. "Early" and "late" have been used as

terms to describe some bilingual speakers (15). Whereas

early bilinguals learned both languages simultaneously at a

young age, late bilinguals learned one language subsequent

to the first. Matched groups of balanced bilingual speakers,

differing only in the age of second language acquisition,

appear to process linguistic stimuli differently (15, 27, 49).

Cortical organic impairments can interrupt and influence

the processing of language in both monolingual and bilingual

speakers. Aphasia is an acquired language deficit resulting

from brain injury (3, 7, 9, 21, 24, 51). It may result from

any insult to the cerebral hemispheres; however, cerebrovas-

cular accidents (CVAs) are most commonly responsible for

aphasia, followed by neoplasms (tumors), and infections (55).

The language impairment is multimodal, transcending all

aspects of language, including speech expression and com-

prehension, reading and writing (10, 33, 47, 48).

Despite the multi-faceted nature of the impairment, the

strength of residual skills and extent of the deficit remain
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relative, and most speakers can be described according to

primary symptomology. The Boston classification system (20)

is a currently-employed tool for categorizing aphasic

speakers. Based on the assumption that the site of lesion

determines aphasic symptomology, six syndromes are included

in this classification system. Of the six, reference is most

often made to Broca's and Wornicke's aphasias (10, 51).

Broca's aphasia is attributed to damage in the inferior,

posterior frontal lobe. The individual suffers a primary

deficit in expressive language, characterized by slow, labored

nonfluent speech and reduced length of complexity of

utterances. Wernicke's aphasia is presumed to result from

damage to the superior, posterior temporal lobe. The primary

deficit is one of comprehension, despite auditory acuity.

The individual hears sounds but neither analyzes incoming

information accurately, nor monitors his or her own output

for correctness. Speakers with Wernicke's aphasia exhibit

no difficulty with the motor planning aspects of speech and

retain the fluidity of the utterance (20, 24, 51, 55).

The pattern of symptomology in bilingual aphasics is

unique in that a greater number of possible behaviors may

result (1). The degree to which speakers' languages are

affected by cerebral trauma was first discussed in the latter

part of the nineteenth century by Ribot (45). He contended

that the language learned first would be more resilient to
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cortical injury. Pitres (43), a contemporary of Ribot,

contended that the language which was most familiar at the

time of insult would be least affected. It has been

suggested that the speaker's attitude, or affect, toward his

or her respective languages influenced the amount of impair-

ment in each (13, 38).

Some researchers have argued against differential

involvement, contending that all languages suffered equally

following cortical damage (5, 19); however, others (50, 53)

contended that receptive skills are equally involved in all

languages, while expression shows differential involvement.

Much of the literature regarding bilingualism and aphasia

has concerned itself with documenting the aphasic behaviors

and recovery processes of individual speakers, particularly

with regard to the hypotheses proposed by Ribot and Pitres

(1, 14, 30, 41). Some authors (5, 19) have attempted to

generalize aphasic symptomology in bilingual speakers through

inference from larger samples of bilingual aphasics; however,

these authors did not control for critical variables, such

as the nature of the aphasia, locus and severity of lesion,

age of subjects, background of subjects, and intelligence (9),

which make their conclusions tentative.

Little has been documented regarding the effectiveness

of bilingual therapeutic intervention for bilingual aphasics.

Watamori and Susanama (53) reported the case of a
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Japanese-English bilingual who had Broca's aphasia. Therapy

was administered in English, then in Japanese, and finally,

in both languages. Improvement in language function, as

measured by auditory comprehension, verbal skills, reading,

and writing, was observed; however, specific linguistic

processes involved during the initial period of treatment,

as well as during the recovery process, were not described.

As a result, it is not known which factors could be considered

responsible for improvement: spontaneous recovery in con-

junction with continued therapy, or therapy administered

bilingually.

Voinescu and others (50) attempted to view specific

language components (syntax, morphology, phonology, and

semantics) with regard to the expressive and receptive

language skills of a multilingual patient. Therapy was

administered in the language of the patient's community

(Romanian). Following therapy, improvement was noted in all

languages. Linguistic performance was superior to Romanian,

which was interpreted to be a direct result of therapy

administered in that language. Finally, the authors con-

cluded that expressive, and not receptive, skills were

differentially affected, and that therapy administered in a

single language stimulated processes at the deep level,

thereby facilitating expression of all languages at the

surface level. Although Voinescu and others gave a thorough
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description of their patient's linguistic behaviors, they

did not address the possible effects of bilingual therapy

stimulation as a means of facilitating, or expediting the

processes necessary for recovery in aphasic patients.

The effects of bilingual intervention on bilingual

aphasics has not been thoroughly explored. The purpose of

the following case study will be to analyze the behavior of

a bilingual aphasic, with regard to semantic skills, specifi-

cally word retrieval, and to describe the effect of bilingual

intervention upon the recovery process.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

In order to appreciate the nature and the significance

of aphasia, as well as the ramifications that are created by

the phenomenon of bilingualism, knowledge of cortical associ-

ation with language is necessary. The following review

addresses the historical and current literature regarding

cerebral function and language in unilingual and multilingual

speakers. Specifically, cerebral representation of language,

the nature of bilingualism, and finally, the effect of brain

damage on speakers of one, or more language, will be dis-

cussed.

Cerebral Representation of Language

Structural Organization

The brain is divided into two hemispheres. Although

they are morphologically similar, some structural asymmetries

have been noted. According to Von Bonin (163), the left

hemisphere is slightly heavier than the right and the

Sylvian fissure in the left hemisphere is longer and higher

than its right counterpart. Geschwin and Levitsky (44)

observed 100 adult brains (postmortem) and reported an

enlarged area in the temporal lobe of the left hemisphere.

14
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These findings were significant in that the observed

asymmetries have been noted in the primary auditory cortex,

or Wernicke's area (29). The differences, however, are small

and do not constitute sufficient evidence that the hemispheres

function differently (163). Of more practical value in

documenting structural localization are traditional observa-

tions of the correlation between cerebral lesions in the left

hemisphere and deficits in language behaviors (20, 41, 58,

110, 118).

Within the dominant hemisphere, there are areas associ-

ated with different language functions. As early as 1881,

Broca correlated a lesion in the third frontal convolution

with an expressive language deficit. Wernicke (178) described

a sensory, or receptive aphasia, which resulted from lesions

in the superior temporal convolution. Classical "Wernicke's"

and "Broca's" areas are still considered to be centers

primarily responsible for expressive and receptive language

functions (29, 42). Other cortical areas have been associated

with highly specific language behaviors, such as word

retrieval, reading, arithmetic, and word repetition (1, 50,

59, 83, 99).

Further evidence for direct association between specific

cortical areas and language functions is provided by direct

stimulation, a technique in which bipolar or unipolar

electrodes are placed directly on the cortex. An electrical
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current is induced, and the patient, who remains conscious

after having been given only a local anesthetic, either per-

forms motor activities, or responds to sensory input. During

direct cortical stimulation, the subject is asked to either

initiate or maintain verbal activities when the cortex is

stimulated. Following stimulation, suppression of function

always occurs (129), and activation may or may not occur.

Penfield and Roberts (129), Whitaker and Ojeman (182), and

Ojeman and Whitaker (126) reported a higher incidence of

language suppression in both right- and left-handed adults

following stimulation of the parieto-temporal areas of the

left hemisphere. Conversely, stimulation of the same regions

in the right hemisphere did not produce the symptoms in the

majority of adults.

Although certain sites within the brain appear to corre-

late with given functions, association fibres convey informa-

tion between areas in the same hemisphere, as well as areas

in opposing hemispheres, complicating the effects of specific

lesions. The concept of functional systems, based on anatom-

ical sites in the cortex is most often associated with Luria.

Luria (97, 99) described primary, secondary, and tertiary

areas within the hemispheres. The primary areas receive

sensory input, the secondary areas perceive and interpret

the sensory information, and the tertiary areas integrate

information from all areas of the hemisphere. The parameters

necessary in speech-language functions, from auditory
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perception to motor ouput, may be mapped out along the cor-

tex. Since no part of the system is completely isolated,

however, structural localization is important only inasmuch

as it is related to the means by which language is processed.

Hecaen and Angelergues (59) and Russell and Espir (139)

inferred from lesion studies that certain cortical functions

may be served by several areas, each area being inherently

necessary for optimal linguistic performance.

Functional Organization

Functional organization for language has been inferred

from responses to verbal stimuli made by non-brain damaged

subjects. Responses may be measured both in terms of speed

(response time) or in terms of accuracy. Stimuli consist of

auditorily and visually presented materials and responses may

be measured by the speed and accuracy of predetermined motor

responses or speed of average electroencephalographic

responses (AERs). Temporary inhibition of function following

intracarotid injection of anesthetics is also used to deter-

mine what areas in the brain are involved in language proces-

sing. Typical reactions to the above-mentioned stimulus

response paradigms and hemianesthesia all support the

hypothesis that language is a function of the left hemisphere.

The procedures are described in detail below.

Reaction times.--Reaction or response time (RT) may be

defined as the amount of time between presentation of a
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stimulus and a response (84) and may be categorized more

specifically by characteristics of the stimulus-response

paradigm. Harriman (55) described four types of reaction

times: simple, choice, discrimination, and cognitive.

Simple reaction time is the latency between stimulus and

response when both have been predetermined (for example,

pressing a lever each time a tone is heard). Choice reaction

time involves the time required for a subject to select a

correct response, given a variety of stimuli (for example,

correctly naming a series of pictures). The interval

between stimulus recognition and response defines cognitive

reaction time and the period necessary for a subject to

correctly respond to one of several stimuli is referred to

as discrimination reaction time.

According to Welford (173), simple reaction time

involves sensory input, central processing, and motor output.

Variables in the input, such as stimulus strength, duration,

and area, may influence reaction times. These variables

are inversely related to response times, and may serve to

reduce reaction time, especially when they are combined.

Welford further noted that when stimuli reach the central

mechanism, stronger signals are perceived more readily.

Welford explained the phenomenon by noting the ratio

between the stimulus, or signal and extraneous noise, created

by unnecessary neural activity within the brain. As signal-

to-noise (SN) ratios increase, the signal becomes stronger
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in proportion to noise, and reactions times decrease.

Reaction times will continue to decrease as the SN ratio

increases until the optimum ratio is obtained and reaction

times plateau.

Reaction times do not appear to be influenced by

response characteristics. Lagasse and Hays (84) and Brown

and Slater-Hammel (16) found that the extent of movement

required to produce responses did not correlate significantly

with reaction time in a variety of motor tasks.

Choice reaction times also consist of sensory, central,

and motor components. Choice reaction times are, however,

longer than simple ones, as the central process is more

complex (154, 173), necessitating not only identification

of the stimulus, but selection of a correct response as well.

Characteristics of both the stimulus and the central

mechanism may influence the latency of response in choice

reaction times. Hick's law (61) asserts that choice reaction

time linearily increases with the number of alternative

responses to a stimulus. For example, the time necessary to

produce the verbal response "one" following presentation of

the arabic numeral would be less than the time necessary to

respond, "woman" to the picture of a female, who would also

be a girl, mother, woman, or wife. While Hick's law applies

to most experimental conditions (115, 133, 153), some

researchers have reported that such variables as practiced
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responses or overlearning, stimulus discriminability, and

subject vigilance may override Hick's law in determining

response latency in choice reaction times (94, 116). Seibel

(147) has speculated that increased reaction time is a

function of the number of response alternatives up to about

eight, after which the linear relationship ceases.

Conditions within the central mechanism inself may pre-

clude or impede rapid responses. Brain damage, ranging from

mental retardation (5, 121, 169) to congenital, acute, and

progressive neurogenic disorders (75, 108, 120) to psychoses

(174, 198) resulted in increased reaction times. Acute

damage appears to increase reaction time more than chronic

conditions (120) and left hemisphere lesions have been

observed to produce longer response latencies than right

hemisphere lesions (24). Welford (174), noting the increased

reaction times consistent with aging subjects, speculated

that almost all of the slow performance was due to differences

in central processing. Specifically, he suggested that, as a

result of factors concomitant with the aging process, such

as poor circulation and reduced oxygen supply to the brain,

poor physical condition, the inability to hold states of

readiness, and the inability to quickly shift attention, the

central mechanism functions less efficiently. As a result,

there is a smaller signal-to-noise ratio in the brain: a

combination of more extraneous neural activity and a weaker

incoming signal.
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Reaction time is often used to measure and qualify

cerebral responses in tasks, such as dichotic listening and

dioptic viewing because of the central component in both

simple and choice reaction times. These, along with other

measures of functional organization within the brain, are

described in the following sections.

Dichotic listening.--Broadbent (13) introduced a tech-

nique designed to measure cerebral responses to auditory-

verbal stimuli. The technique, involving dichotic listening,

employs presentation of auditory stimuli binaurally, rather

than monaurally. Subjects are instructed to repeat auditory

stimuli presented to first one ear, then the other. The

rapidity with which subjects are able to repeat verbal

stimuli presented to either the right or left ear is

purportedly dependent on which hemisphere responded most

rapidly to the incoming signal. If the stimulus is most

rapidly repeated following presentation to the right ear,

it is assumed that the left hemisphere responded more

rapidly to the signal than did the right hemisphere. Con-

versely, if stimuli presented to the left ear are perceived

more quickly than those presented to the right, the right

hemisphere is hypothesized to have analyzed the signal more

rapidly than the left. The technique is based upon the

premise that, although fiber tracts ascend contralaterally

and ipsilaterally from the cortex to the inner ear, there
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are slightly more fibres running contralaterally. The ear

opposite the activated hemisphere will, therefore, be supplied

with information more rapidly than the ipsilateral one.

Broadbent (12) maintained that the rapidity and accuracy

with which the stimulus is reported reflects superiority of

the ear and, therefore, the hemisphere involved. A consistent

slight, but significant, left-hemisphere, right-ear advantage,

in response to linguistic stimuli has been documented using

the technique (12, 22, 48, 71, 72, 74, 111, 183). A more

striking degree of asymmetry of response has been observed

in patients who have had the fibers running between hemi-

spheres severed. Milner, Taylor, and Sperry (112), Sparks

and Geschwin (151), and Netley (119) all reported a failure

of split brain patients to describe stimuli in the left ear

after dichotic presentation. The subjects did not, however,

experience difficulty with monaurally presented materials.

Segalowitz and Chapman (145) described the effects of

auditory stimulation on "extraneous, uninhibited gross motor

movements" (p. 26) in groups of premature infants. These

movements, particularly those in the upper extremities, were

briefly inhibited following presentation of a sound. Suppres-

sion first occurred on the side of the body contralateral to

the ear in which the sound was presented; however, when both

ears were simultaneously presented with sound, rapid inhibi-

tion on one side of the body was considered indicative of a
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response in the contralateral hemisphere. The authors

observed that inhibition of tremor on the right oside of the

body were consistent with the presentation of speech, as

opposed to non-speech sounds.

Tachistoscopically presented verbal stimuli.--Some

researchers have used visual, as well as auditory stimuli to

infer differences in cortical responses to linguistic stim-

uli. Materials (words, designs, faces, or figures) are

presented to speakers' visual fields through a tachistoscope,

which is a machine that briefly presents visual stimuli. A

comparison is then made between the responses to stimuli

presented in the right and left visual fields. The procedure

is based on the premise that perception in a visual field is

the result of activity in the contralateral hemisphere. In

response to tachistoscopically presented stimuli, a signifi-

cant right visual field (RVF) superiority, presumably reflect-

ing a left hemisphere dominance for recognition of verbal

materials, has been observed repeatedly (11, 17, 73, 100,

106). In contrast, a right hemisphere, left visual field

superiority for certain nonlanguage tasks such as recognition

of patterns and falls has been documented (111, 136, 159).

Average electroencephalographic response (AER).--Elec-

trical activity in the brain can be received by surface

electrodes, and then measured and graphed. Although it
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should be noted that the electrodes do not localize activity

within general areas of the cerebral hemisphere (165). AERs

taken during linguistic and nonlinguistic activities con-

sistently indicate more activity and a shorter response

latency in the left hemisphere during language processing

and performance (23, 40, 114).

Intracarotid sodium amytol injection.--Often referred

to as the Wada technique (164), this process is generally

used to determine cerebral dominance for language prior to

brain surgery. An amytol solution is injected into the

carotid artery of the hemisphere in question. Within five

minutes, contralateral hemiplegia, hemianesthesia, hemianopia,

and sometimes, aphasia are observed. When the language-

dominant hemisphere has been anesthetized, and aphasia

ensues, the subject is initially mute; however, as speech

returns, he or she may experience difficulty in naming objects,

perseverate, or produce jargon. Difficulty may or may not be

experienced with reading tasks (110). Although the Wada

technique is not routinely employed among normal populations,

amytol injection yields a consistent, statistically signifi-

cant aphasic response from the left, but not the right, hemi-

sphere (10, 111, 130).

Investigators have presented supporting evidence that

structural and functional differences exist between the two

hemispheres early in life (7, 28, 82, 145, 187). Dichotic
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presentation of verbal and nonverbal materials to young

children have yielded a consistent right ear advantage for

verbal stimuli (7, 28, 82). Segalowitz and Chapman (145)

presented speech sounds and music to 153 premature infants

and obtained a consistent right-sided inhibition of

extraneous motor activity in response to speech sounds, but

not music. The authors surmised that although the neonates

had no understanding of speech, some inherent aspect of the

signal, probably temporal sequencing, was a function of the

left hemisphere. Witelson and Pallie (187) observed

hemispheric activity and latency of response to auditory

stimuli when using electroencephalography. Speech and non-

speech stimuli were presented, and a significantly greater

amount of activity, as well as a shorter latency of response,

was observed in the left hemisphere following presentation

of verbal materials. This same activity was not observed

following presentation of non-speech sounds. Wada, Clarke,

and Hamm (164) observed a larger left hemisphere in fetuses

as young as twenty-nine weeks in gestation.

Cerebral Plasticity

Despite what appears to be a predisposition for language

to be largely restricted to specific areas within the left

hemisphere (localization and lateralization, respectively),

the brain is capable of a significant degree of variation.
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Some populations seem to be less dependent upon the left

hemisphere for language mediation. Among left-handed speakers

(sinestrals), for example, a lesser degree of language dys-

function has been observed following left hemisphere trauma

(50, 156, 189), and conversely, a greater amount following

right hemisphere damage (46). Evidence for amobarbytol

injection (10, 130), as well as ear and visual field preference

(18, 45, 64) all supported the hypothesis that among

sinestrals, there is an increased tendency for the speakers to

show a weaker left-hemispheric response during language func-

tioning, particularly when subjects had a history of familial

sinestrality. Some research has indicated that females

mediated language in a more symmetrical manner, with respect

to brain injury, visual stimuli, and auditory stimuli, than

did males (85, 88, 104, 105).

Although children and adults both show superior left

hemispheric responses to tasks measuring functional asymmetry

for language (71, 81, 140), qualitative differences in the

cerebral functioning of the child and the adult may be noted

following cortical damage. It has been observed repeatedly

(4, 38, 57, 63, 129, 190) that following damage to, or

complete removal of, certain areas of the cortex, the young

brain was able to acquire, or regain functions despite loss

of tissue. The ability of the brain to reroute inter-

cerebral and intracerebral function is referred to as
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plasticity. Two particularly relevant issues regarding

cerebral plasticity are the extent to which the brain is

able to successfully reroute cerebral pathways (80, 144,

148) and what the residual effects of the rerouting process

may be (36, 160).

The critical-age hypothesis.--After reviewing histories

of 102 children (ranging from two months to sixteen years of

age) who sustained significant damage to, or removal of,

cortical tissue, Lenneberg (93) observed that right hemi-

sphere lesions resulted in language disturbances in children

more often than in adults. He further noted that in chil-

dren, unilateral hemispherectomy did not result in permanent

aphasia, regardless of the hemisphere involved, and finally,

that the prognosis for recovery of language functions

following cerebral damage was better for children under

thirteen years of age than for adults.

From these observations, Lenneberg inferred that during

childhood, language functions are more diffusely represented

in the cortex, and that during the early stages of neurologic

development, the brain is more plastic than it is after

adolescence. Linneberg considered the time during which the

brain retains its plasticity, specifically pre-adolescent

years, to be critical for language acquisition.

Lenneberg further supported his argument that the pre-

lateralized, or plastic, brain is able to process language
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in a unique manner, by noting the qualitative differences

in the performance of children and adults acquiring a second

language. Not only did the children acquire the non-primary

tongue more rapidly, but they demonstrated superior perfor-

mance in all areas of language (68, 149), to the extent that

some authors (143, 144, 148) have questioned the possibility

of post-adolescent learners ever acquiring native-like

competence, especially in phonology.

Lenneberg's interpretation of plasticity with regard

to second language acquisition was that the lack of

established lateralization during the early stages of language

development allows the brain to employ both hemispheres and

thus, function more efficiently. Once the speaker emerges

from the critical period, the difference in the way he or

she mediates language is a qualitative one. The adult is so

restricted by the lateralized brain that existing language

functions are devastated by specific lesions, and novel ones

are never perfectly acquired.

The critical period hypothesis has been challenged by

several investigators. Krashen (81) reviewed the studies

upon which Lenneberg based his theory and noted that when

language functions were recovered following left hemisphere

damage, the subjects were under five, rather than thirteen

years of age, indicating that if a critical period does exist,

it would involve only the first five years of life.
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Furthermore, it appears that when the left hemisphere is

either absent or non-functional, language, especially the

syntactic aspects, is never fully acquired (24, 26). With

regard to a qualitative difference in processing a second

language, Macnamara (101) observed that adults and children

appeared to learn language in the same manner: by drawing

inferences from errors produced.

Krashen (80, 81) and Schnitzer (141) noted the distinc-

tion that must be made between lateralization and plasticity:

the two are inversely proportional, the degree of plasticity

diminishes as lateralization increases. Krashen and Harshman

(82) hypothesized that approximately 60 percent of cerebral

functions are lateralized at birth, and that by childhood,

90 percent are restricted to one of the hemispheres.

If it is true that the brain is able to modify typical

processing patterns more easily during the early stages of

development, it is theoretically possible that long-term

effects in language functioning may be observed (160, 161).

Some insight has been derived from investigation into the

differences by which groups of monolingual and bilingual

speakers process language, as well as different processing

strategies among groups of bilingual speakers.

Disruption of Language Following Brain Damage

Although language may be disrupted any time brain damage

occurs, aphasia is characteristically caused by focal, acute
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lesions, most often the result of cerebrovascular accident

(stroke). Other etiologies include trauma, neoplasms, and

disease (21, 178). In aphasic arrest, the damage specifically

affects language while leaving other cortical functions rela-

tively undisturbed (6, 21, 29, 53, 65). Aphasia affects both

language comprehension and expressions, and, as Schuell,

Jenkins, and Jimenez-Pabon (142) noted, all modalities are

involved. As a result, although researchers often refer only

to the predominate symptom(s), for example, deficits in

auditory comprehension, a certain degree of involvement in

other areas is at least implied (21, 29, 59, 53, 107, 178).

Recurrent concepts in any definition of aphasia, therefore

include the focal nature of the lesion, the presence of an

isolated deficit in language skills, as well as the multi-

modal nature of the disorder. McNeil's (94) definition of

aphasia is particularly comprehensive.

Aphasia is a multimodality inefficiency with,
greater than loss of, verbal symbolic manipulations
(e.g., association, storage, retrieval and rule
implementation). In isolated form, it is caused
by focal damage to cortical and/or sub-cortical
structures of the hemisphere(s) dominant for such
symbolic manipulations. It is affected by, and
affects other physiological information processing
and cognitive processes to the degree that they
support, interact with, or are supported by the
symbolic deficits (94, p. 693).

Classification of aphasia types may reflect inherently

different philosophies regarding the nature of the disorder;

on the one hand, aphasia may be considered to be the con-

sequence of cell death to certain areas in the brain, while
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on the other hand, it may be viewed in the behavioral sense,

as a complex syndrome of language deficits (107, 179). Each

view, therefore, reflects the manner by which different types

of aphasia are defined; either with respect to the neuro-

anatomical site of lesion or by observable symptomology. The

latter, basically "nonlocalizationist" philosophy was embraced

by such early researchers as Jackson (67), Head (56), Marie

(103) and more recently, by Schuell, Jenkins, and Jimenez-

Pabon (142), Eisenson (29, 30), and Wepman and Jones (176).

These writers regarded language as a holistic process in

which any damage upsets the entire system. They tended to

consider the location of the insult to be far less important

than observation of the symptoms that were presented.

Symptomology, then, was considered to reflect severity or

degree of involvement with more extensive damage resulting

in more complex pathological syndromes.

The site of lesion, however, remains a widely employed

basis for classification systems. Luria (97, 98) based his

categorization of aphasia on the locus of lesion, as did

Hecaen and Angelergues (59), and what is probably the most

widely employed system, developed by researchers at the

Boston Veterans' Administration Hospital (6, 42, 50) is

also based on site of lesion. The taxonomy, described in

detail by Goodglass and Kaplan (50) consists of six aphasic

syndromes, three major: Broca's, Werenicke's, and conduction
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aphasia, and three minor: anomic, transcortical motor,

and transcortical sensory, aphasia. All are based on

specific sites of lesion, the premise being that damage

to particular sites in the cortex yields predictable

behaviors. Specifically, Broca's aphasia is characterized

by slow, labored, halting, sometimes telegraphic, speech

with a reduced length of utterance. Broca's aphasia is

considered to be an expressive disorder, with comprehension

skills relatively intact. Wernicke's aphasia, also known as

sensory aphasia, involves the inability to comprehend incom-

ing messages, as well as the inability to monitor verbal

output. Brookshire (14) has considered three bases for

language comprehension difficulties: difficulty in percep-

tion and discrimination of the auditory signal, reduced

auditory retention, and deficits in language comprehension.

The first problem involves the inability to recognize

individual sounds or sound groups, the second, the difficulty

in remembering sounds long enough to attach meaning to them,

and the third, the inability to attach meaning to sequences

of sounds. Luria (98) also distinguished between the

inability to attach meaning to words. In terms of produc-

tion, Wernicke's aphasia is characterized by fluent, but

inappropriate verbal output. Speakers often employ jargon,

which is a series of meaningless sound sequences (65) or

produce paraphasias, which involve either distortions of
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sounds within words, or more commonly in Wernicke's patients,

production of inappropriate words. Conduction aphasia is

marked primarily by the inability to repeat, despite rela-

tively good comprehension and production skills. Anomia,

as a pure syndrome, is rare (50); however it is described as
a relatively isolated marked inability to evoke the correct

label for specific objects or concepts. Transcortical aphasia

(motor or sensory) involves significant deficits in either

expressive or receptive language, while leaving repetition

skills relatively unaffected.

Despite myriad classification systems reflecting a wide

variety of philosophical bases, a relatively consistent group

of core behaviors emerge; specifically difficulties in oral

production, auditory comprehension, reading, writing, repeti-

tion, and word retrieval. As Eisenson (29) has noted, most

terminology describes the same behavior.

Anomia.--Perhaps the most consistent of aphasic symptoms,

regardless of the particular syndrome, is anomia, or the

inability to voluntarily supply words for objects or concepts

(29, 43, 50, 142, 176, 180). The degree of anomia following

aphasic arrest appears to be contingent upon several factors,

including the severity and extent of involvement, as well as

the site of the lesion (43, 59, 97). When word retrieval

skills are assessed by the speaker's ability to produce
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labels on request (confrontation naming), the response may

be evaluated either in terms of the accuracy of the response,

or by response time: the amount of time necessary to produce

a correct response after presentation of a stimulus (109).

While some aphasic speakers fail to produce correct responses

to stimuli on confrontation naming tasks (15, 96, 109, 122,

128), other speakers may produce the correct target word, but

require a greater amount of time to do so (123). Weisenberg

and McBride (172) suggested that even slight hesitancies

before responses may be indicative of subtle aphasic symptoms.

Newcombe (122) noted that increased reaction time was a

residual deficit in a group of aphasics, twenty-five years

post onset, even after other aphasic symptoms had dissipated.

The efficacy with which correct responses are produced

on confrontation naming tasks is contingent, in part, upon

characteristics of the target word. There is a positive

correlation between the frequency with which a word occurs

in spoken and written language and speakers' ability to

retrieve it (15, 29, 50, 66, 138, 142). Specifically,

Newcombe and Wingfield (123) observed a linear relationship

between reaction time and the logarithm of the frequency of

object-name, as stated in the formula: T = T1 + rlog 2n,

where T1 is the mean time taken to decide which range of

items to choose from and r log n is the time needed to decide

between two choices; r is the reaction time for each decision.
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Frequency was determined by the Thorndike and Lorge (158)

word frequency count. Mills and others (109) reported that

the ambiguity of target words significantly increased reaction

times, as well as the number of errors produced by both

aphasic and normal speakers, with performance of the aphasic

group significantly poorer on all tasks.

When word retrieval skills are depressed, certain cues

appear to facilitate both accuracy and rapidity of response

and include imitation, initial syllable ("ta" for table),

sentence completion ("we eat at a "), location ("a chair

is next to the "), function ("you set plates at the

"), categorization ("it's a piece of furniture"),

rhyme ("it sounds like fable"), synomyms, antonyms, descrip-

tions, and gesture (including sign language). Of all cues,

initial syllable and sentence completion appear to be most

helpful in eliciting the correct response (49, 96, 128).

The Nature of Bilingualism

Types of Bilingual Speakers

Bilingualism may be broadly defined as the ability to

speak more than one language; however, a description regard-

ing some aspect of the speaker's competence in his or her non-

native tongue(s) is often included as well. Terms commonly

employed in research to describe bilingual speakers are,

"balanced," "dominant," "compound," "coordinate," "sub-

ordinate," "early," and late."
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Balanced and dominant bilinguals.--Speakers may be

categorized according to the degree of linguistic competence

and performance as perceived by other speakers (160).

Balanced bilinguals are speakers who are equally fluent in

both languages, while dominant speakers are not. An English-

dominant bilingual, for example, is more fluent in English

than in the second language.

Although a simple description of speakers' verbal behavior

is sometimes adequate, authors often attempt to describe

speakers by qualifying the linguistic processes which mediate

the behavior.

Compound, coordinate, and subordinate speakers.--

Weinrich (171) has theorized that there are three groups of

lexical symbols employed by lingual and multilingual speakers.

Compound symbols are supposedly stored in the speaker's

repertoire as separate, but equivalent means of representing

the same thought, for example, the compound symbols "caballo"

and "horse" both refer directly to a four-legged domestic

farm animal, used for transporting objects or people.

Coordinate symbols do not share the same conceptual referent

and fail to function as interchangeable items. Words that

belong to the speaker's least familiar languages, and which

must be translated into words from the primary language

before they correspond to thought, are termed subordinate.
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Ervin and Osgood (31) utilized the terms "compound"

and "coordinate" to categorize groups of bilingual speakers,

hypothesizing differences in the semantic representation of

the speakers' languages. According to these authors, the

compound bilingual employs lexical items interchangeably

between languages to correspond to a single thought or idea.

The coordinate speaker presumably associates only one set of

symbols with each thought; however, when different vocabularies

are used, the concept is no longer the same.

Many authors have employed the compound-coordinate dis-

tinction (68, 77, 86, 87)A. Others, However (27, 101, 127,

146) have argued that the model is incomplete because it

does not describe speakers with varying degrees of proficiency,

nor does it describe all aspects of language.

Early and late bilingualism.--Bilingual speakers may be

further categorized according to the age during which the

first and second languages were learned (36, 40, 51, 146, 160).

When this distinction is made, proficiency in both languages

is assumed, controlling variable being the age during which

the languages were acquired. In most cases, speakers are

divided into two categories: preadolescent and postadolescent

second language learners. Implicit in the "early" versus

"late" model is the assumption that the age during which

subsequent languages were acquired leaves residual effects

on the way language, in general, is processed.
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Processing Patterns Among Bilinguals

Research directed towards intrahemispheric and inter-

hemispheric language mediation in bilinguals is scarce, the

variable measured are inconsistent, and criteria are not

always the same (125, 160). Most evidence for asymmetry of

language processing has been derived from measures of normal

function, such as dichotic listening tasks, electroencephalo-

graphy, and visual (tachistoscopic) presentation of verbal

stimuli. To date, only one anatomical study of cortical

language functioning in bilinguals has been documented.

Ojeman and Whitaker (126) observed the effects of electrocorti-

cal stimulation to selected areas in the language-dominant

hemispheres of two bilingual patients. The authors found

that while stimulation of most areas that affected one

language affected the other, language suppression of only

one language was observed in some sites.

Some inferences regarding language processing in bilingual

speakers have been made, based on symptomology following cor-

tical damage (2, 34, 86, 127); however, the literature

pertaining to bilingual aphasics consists primarily of case

studies that were frequently not completely reported, thereby

limiting the conclusions that can be drawn (125, 160).

Studies employing normal speakers have provided additional

information concerning language processing among bilingual

speakers. Specific topics of inquiry included possible
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differences in language processing between unilingual and

bilingual speakers, and possible differences in the manner

individual bilinguals process their respective languages.

The studies reviewed in the following section involve

cortical responses to linguistic stimuli, particularly with

regard to intercerebral and intracerebral function.

Left and right hemispheric asymmetries.--Dichotic

presentation of verbal stimuli has yielded a consistent

right ear advantage (REA) for all languages (2, 8, 35, 51,

124, 131, 152). It should be noted, however, that not all

studies observed the same parameters (for example, age and

sex of speakers, age at which the second language was acquired,

and the speaker's proficiency in his or her second language).

Tachistoscopic paradigms involving presentation of stimuli

in both languages to visual fields have also resulted in a

superior right visual field (left hemisphere) response to

verbal stimuli in all languages (3, 39, 48, 54, 70, 167).

Silverberg and others (150), however, found a left visual

field advantage for the second language of a group of young

Hebrew-English bilingual children. The left visual field

advantage was not observed in older children participating

in the same experiment, but it was not known if age, or

degree of language proficiency was responsible.

Genesee and others (40) recorded a significantly greater

amount of left hemispheric response in both languages of
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French-English balanced bilinguals, using electroencephalo-

graphy. Auditory evoked responses from the left hemisphere

had shorter latencies and larger peak-to-peak amplitudes

following stimuli in both languages. Sussaman, Franklin

and Simon (157) used a verbal-manual interference paradigm

to measure hemispheric response to linguistic stimuli. This

kind of paradigm usually consists of a language task, per-

formed simulataneously with a motor task, employing either

the right or left hand. If both tasks are programmed by the

same hemisphere, performance on the manual task will not be

as efficient as if they were programmed by different hemi-

spheres, in which case, the tasks should be performed equally

well. Kinsbourne and Cook (76) noted that for most speakers,

programming for language and for tasks performed with the

right hand occur in the same (left) hemisphere. If the task

required function of the left hand, both hemispheres are

involved, and no interference is observed. Comparison of

the amount of interference between the two hands has yielded

a consistently greater amount of interference on tasks per-

formed by the right hand, and has been interpreted to result

from interference in contralateral motor programming during

language mediation. The verbal-manual interference paradigm

has been demonstrated to be a reliable index of lateraliza-

tion during language processing (62, 95, 184). Sussaman,

Franklin and Simon (157) observed the right hand-left
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hemisphere effect across all languages among four groups of

bilingual speakers.

Only one study has been reported describing the effects

of electrocortical stimulation on bilingual speakers. Ojeman

and Whitaker (126) observed two bilingual subjects, one male

and one female, prior to surgery for uncontrolled epileptic

seizures. The male had learned his second language at age

twenty-two, whereas the female acquired both languages before

five years of age. The woman was described as being strongly

right-hemisphere dominant for language while the man demon-

strated a left hemisphere control for language functions.

Although suppression of a single language was noted when

selected cortical areas were stimulated, in both subjects, on

most sites, both languages were effected equally. The authors

noted the proximity of the cortical areas and speculated that

functionally, in both normal and clinical populations, they

could not be distinguished.

Intrasubject differences in language processing.--With

few exceptions the published research indicates that hemi-

spheric response to both virually and auditorily presented

linguistic stimuli is the same in all languages and that for

most speakers, the left hemisphere responds more rapidly and

accurately to linguistic stimuli. If aspects of cerebral

processing unique to bilingual speakers are to be found,

more subtle, qualitative measures must be used (125, 160).
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The following studies have attempted to find such differences

by analyzing groups of bilingual speakers with respect to

such variables as handedness, sex, age of second language

acquisition, and proficiency in the non-native tongue.

In a pilot study, Obler, Albert, and Gorden (124)

observed two groups of bilingual speakers; one group con-

sisted of Hebrew speakers for whom English was a second

language (Hebrew-English) and the second group was English-

dominant with Hebrew as their second language (English-

Hebrew). On a dichotic listening task, both groups demon-

strated a right ear advantage (REA) to stimuli presented in

their native language. The English-dominant group also

obtained a REA in their non-native language, Hebrew. The

Hebrew-English speakers demonstrated a LEA for stimuli

presented in English; however, this was not statistically

significant at the .05 level. The testing was done in Israel

and the authors postulated that since Hebrew was used daily,

English-dominant speakers were more proficient in their non-

native tongue than were the Hebrew-dominant speakers, who

had less frequent exposure to their second language. The

authors were inclined to attribute the LEA to a proficiency

factor, but because of the small sample size, did not attempt

to draw conclusions.

Albert and Obler (2) repeated the experiment with a

larger population, consisting of twenty-four English-Hebrew
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and twenty-four Hebrew-English speakers. Overall a statis-

tically significant REA was obtained for stimuli presented

in both languages; however, under two conditions, the REA

was less well-defined and failed to reach levels of signifi-

cance. The balanced (in this case, fluent Hebrew-English

bilinguals) speakers' response to English words and English-

dominant speakers' response to Hebrew words was almost

symmetrical. The authors did not speculate on the cause for

these particular response patterns. They noted that at the

time of the study, all subjects were living in Israel and

even English-dominant speakers had a functional knowledge

of their second language. All subjects were exposed to,

and used Hebrew daily. The authors concluded that it was

not possible to determine whether the response patterns were

due to a language specific factor (some inherent aspect of

Hebrew, the language to which all subjects were exposed at

the time of the investigation, that results in a greater

amount of bilateral language mediation) or whether it was

due to a second language effect (a smaller REA was obtained

in the balanced and English-dominant speakers' non-native

languages, English and Hebrew, respectively). Responses by

the Hebrew-dominant group were not included in the analysis

because of the subjects' relatively poor performance in

English.

Gordon (51) employed a dichotic listening task to

measure the strength of left hemispheric responses to
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linguistic stimuli among four groups of bilingual speakers

and their unilingual controls. Among the male subjects,

there was not a significant difference between unilingual

and bilingual speakers in the degree to which the left hemi-

sphere responded to linguistic stimuli. A sex difference

was obtained; females demonstrated a greater amount of right

hemisphere activity, and bilingual females demonstrated the

most. This effect was consistent with other observations

(85, 104, 105) indicating a lesser degree of functional

asymmetry among females, than males. Although not statis-

tically significant, Gorden did note a tendency toward less

lateralized response to linguistic stimuli in both languages

among speakers who had learned their second language after

the age of fourteen.

Genessee and others (40) used averaged electroencephalo-

graphic responses to determine which hemisphere responded

more quickly and with more activity following presentation

of verbal materials in French and in English, to groups of

balanced French-English bilinguals. Subjects were categorized

according to age of second language acquisition (before or

after twelve years of age). During a language recognition

task, the authors observed more activity in the left hemi-

sphere following presentation of auditory stimuli in both

languages in both experimental and control groups. They

also noted that neural responses were shorter in the left
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hemisphere in speakers who learned their second language in

early childhood but that in speakers who learned their second

language after adolescence, responses latencies were shorter

in the right hemisphere. The authors concluded that a

qualitative difference in language processing may have resulted

from having learned the two languages at different times; that

late bilinguals processed all languages in a more symmetrical

manner, incorporating the right, as well as the left hemi-

sphere for the mediation of linguistic stimuli. The small

number of subjects, however, may have limited the reliability

of Genesee and others' results.

Vaid and Lambert (161) attempted to determine whether

age of second language acquisition influenced lateralization

in groups of English-French, French-English balanced

bilinguals who were paired with unilingual controls. Stroop

stimuli were employed in the investigation. Stroop stimuli

(155) are stimuli that conflict in perceptual attributes

(for example, the word "red" written in blue letters).

Subjects are instructed to choose rapidly between one of two

orthographically-presented word choices that correspond to

the stimulus. This usually entails pushing buttons placed

equidistant from the subject. In the above example, the

subject would be presented with two buttons corresponding

to the words "blue" and "red." If the subject initially

pushed the button corresponding to "red," it could be
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assumed that initial analysis was for meaning, rather than

visual attributes. Stroop stimuli are not only visual, but

may be auditory, as well. Verbal stimuli, for example, may

conflict in pitch and meaning, such as presentation of the

word "high" at a low pitch. When asked to select a response,

the subject would be given the choices "high" and "low" to

determine whether the analysis was based primarily on meaning

or primarily on pitch. When the conflicting stimuli are pre-

sented to first one ear, then the other, the amount of

interference of meaning over pitch, or pitch over meaning may

be used to infer activity in the hemisphere contralateral to

the ear. In most speakers a significant degree of inter-

ference of pitch, by meaning, would be expected in the right

ear. For example, if the word "high" were presented at a low

pitch, the subject would be expected to push the button

corresponding to the word "high." Conversely, the left ear

should be more subject to interference of meaning from pitch.

In the above example, the subject should be more likely to

press the button corresponding to "low" following presenta-

tion of the stimulus in the left ear. These interference

patterns presumably reflect the relative accuracy with which

the left and right hemispheres process linguistic information

and pitch, respectively.

Vaid and Lambert presented their bilingual listeners

with stimuli in English and French. Unilingual controls

were presented with stimuli in their respective languages:
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English and French. The stimuli conflicted in pitch and

meaning. Among the experimental and control subjects,

females demonstrated less asymmetry for processing both

pitch and meaning than males. No difference was obtained

between early and late bilingual speakers. Among the male

population the unilingual controls demonstrated distinct

asymmetries for processing pitch and meaning, with initial

response to pitch more likely in the left ear and response

to meaning more likely in the right. Among the early

bilingual speakers who learned their second language before

the age of twelve, the same effect was obtained; however,

in the late bilingual speakers, relatively more right

hemisphere analysis for meaning was observed in both

languages. The experiment did confirm at least one of the

authors' hypotheses: that acquisition of a second language

may influence the pattern by which all languages are mediated

and that the age during which the second language was learned

may be a determining factor.

Walters and Zatorre (167) observed twenty-three English-

Spanish and Spanish-English bilinguals and obtained a signifi-

cant right visual field superiority in dioptic viewing tasks

in both languages; however, the authors reported a tendency

for bilinguals to have more symmetrical responses to

linguistic stimuli in both languages than did the unilingual

controls. Intrasubject differences on the items measured

among the bilinguals were not observed.
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Sussaman, Franklin and Simon (157), using a verbal-

manual interference paradigm, analyzed the responses of

four groups of bilingual speakers, paired with unilingual

controls. All bilingual groups demonstrated more right, as

well as left hemisphere responses to verbal stimuli than did

the unilingual controls, and the non-native language was less

lateralized than the native language.

Other authors (2, 31) have failed to find differences

in hemispheric response to verbal stimuli among groups of

bilingual speakers. Using preadolescent and postadolescent

groups of Spanish-English bilingual children, Piazza-Gorden

and Zatorre (131) found no intragroup differences in response

to linguistic stimuli, regardless of age or proficiency in

the second language. Albert and Obler (2) found no differ-

ences in the visual field preferences of Hebrew-English

bilinguals, regardless of handedness or proficiency in the

second language.

Despite the limited number of subjects and of experi-

ments directly addressing intragroup differences in

bilingual speakers, there are some indications of a greater

amount of symmetrical response to linguistic stimuli among

some groups of bilingual speakers (125, 160). The results

of the above studies indicate that the left hemisphere is

dominant for linguistic operations in bilingual, as well

as unilingual speakers, and that both languages are
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processed by the same hemisphere. Beyond a simple confirma-

tion of hemispheric dominance, however, some researchers have

attempted to determine if all speakers rely upon the left

hemisphere for language processing to the same degree, or

whether some speakers tend to employ the right hemisphere to

a greater extent than others. Intersubject variables examined

included the age of second language acquisition, sex and

handedness of speakers, and proficiency in the second

language. Among bilingual speakers who had learned their

second language after adolescence, there was a consistent

(but not significant) tendency for speakers to respond in a

more symmetrical manner to linguistic stimuli, indicating a

greater degree of right hemisphere participation in language

processing. Sex, handedness, and proficiency in the second

language were not consistently associated with asymmetrical

responses; however, these variables were not consistently

controlled. Additional information has been provided regard-

ing language processing by bilingual speakers through reports

of aphasic symptomology following brain injury.

Bilingualism and Aphasia

Patterns of Involvement

Perhaps the most immediate question regarding the nature

of aphasia among bilingual speakers involves the degree to

which each language is affected, both quantitatively (degree

of involvement) and qualitatively (type of aphasia). Most
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of the available information regarding bilingualism and

aphasia comes from isolated, poorly documented case studies

(2, 19, 125, 127, 160), or at best, analyses of large numbers

of case studies, as performed by Albert and Obler (2),

Galloway (160), and Paradis (127). These authors observed

different variables but used some of the same case reports;

hence there was a great deal of overlap in the information

reported. Some group studies have been recorded (19, 86,

92), however, the groups were small, ranging from eight to

fourteen subjects. The subjects were selected because they

were bilingual; however, the nature of the impairment, the

degree of impairment, patients' health, type of aphasia,

patients' native language, number of languages known and

proficiency in respective languages were not controlled.

Although a distinction should be made between bilingual and

polyglot speakers, much of the historical literature does

not document whether speakers were bilingual or multilingual.

Consequently, several authors (2, 35, 127) have recognized

the differences between the two groups, but generally refer

to speakers of more than one language as being bilingual.

In the studies reviewed below, no distinction is made between

bilinguals and polyglots.

Equal and differential involvement.--Reports of

individuals in whom both languages were either not impaired

to the same degree, or who suffered different types of
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impairment following cortical damage, have been recorded.

Most researchers, however, agree that such cases were

probably documented because of their unique, rather than

typical nature (19, 89, 125, 160). Both Albert and Obler

(2) and Paradis (127) indicated that a differential pattern

of involvement was the exception, rather than the rule.

Group studies have suggested even more strongly that

all languages tend to be equally affected by cortical damage.

Charlton (19) reported ten randomly selected aphasic

individuals seen at the Neurological Institute of New York.

Eight of the subjects demonstrated equal degrees of impair-

ment in both languages; of the two who did not, Charlton

surmised that one subject was forced to "economize" (p. 310)

on available linguistic resources, due to the severity of

his lesion. The other case of unequal impairment was

attributed to psychological variables, such as the subject's

preference of one language over the other. Charlton's

population did not speak the same languages, nor did they

exhibit the same type or degree of aphasia. Although the

author reported "objective" testing in all languages, it

is not known what assessment tools were employed or whether

the same type of measurements were used in all languages.

Nair and Virmani (117) reported that 90 percent of their

randomly-selected group of aphasic polyglots showed equal

degrees of impairment in all languages. The authors did not
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state, however, how the impairment in each language was

evaluated, nor if the same means of assessment was employed

for each language. Lambert and Fillenbaum (86) reported on

fourteen randomly selected bilingual and polyglot aphasics

from Canada. Ten patients demonstrated discrepant patterns

of involvement, while four showed similar degrees of impair-

ment in all languages. Gloning and Gloning (47) observed

and documented four cases in which one subject suffered

apparently equal deficits in both languages while three showed

different degrees of involvement in their respective languages.

Patterns of Restitution

Although most of the literature has indicated a pattern

of equal involvement in all languages with recovery relative

to the degree of pre-morbid proficiency (2, 127, 180), other

restitution patterns have emerged. Paradis (127) identified

five types of recovery patterns: synergystic, successive,

antagonistic, mixed, and selective. A synergystic recovery

pattern entailed impairment of all languages simultaneously,

with recovery in both, following either a differentiated or

a parallel course. Paradis found a pattern of equal involve-

ment with parallel recovery to be the most common. Selective

recovery, in which one language was never regained, was the

next most commonly observed pattern. With mixed recovery,

the speaker exhibited an interference, not premorbidly
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experienced, between languages. The least common patterns

were antagonistic and successive restitution. In the former,

one language improved while the other deteriorated, and in

the latter, recovery in one language did not begin until

improvement in the other occurred. These two patterns

occurred so rarely, however, that their significance is

dubious (181).

Factors influencing aphasic symptomology.--Several

reasons for differential effects of cortical damage across

languages have been hypothesized. Some authors (19, 47, 113,

186) maintained that when speakers' languages were not

equally impaired, affective, or phychological variables were

responsible. Minkowski (113) claimed that a combination of

psychological, neurological, and biological forces were

capable of influencing symptomology and recovery patterns in

bilingual and multilingual speakers' languages. Krapf (78,

79) argued that the language in which the patient felt most

comfortable would be the least impaired. Jakobson (69) also

believed that the language preferred by the speaker would

determine patterns of impairment and restitution.

A speaker's relative proficiency in his or her

languages has been considered to influence the aphasic

symptomology for two reasons. First, as Leischner (91)

argued, languages that have not been completely mastered

would be expected to show more impairment than other
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languages. Proficiency may also be related to the

automaticity of a language; languages used more often

and with greater proficiency may be more automatic and not

only more resilient to the effects of cortical damage, but

also more apt to improve (33, 90, 135). Other researchers,

however, have argued that all languages are involved in

aphasic arrest and that all recover with the relative degree

of proficiency exhibited prior to the insult (19, 79). They

considered any discrepancy in the involvement and eventual

recovery pattern to reflect only the relative strength of

premorbid skills in one language over the other(s).

The severity of the lesion has also been cited as a

cause for particular aphasic syndromes. Some authors (19,

52, 79, 134) have argued that with severe cortical damage,

the linguistic operations available to any speaker decrease.

As a result, speakers with increasingly severe cortical

damage would be reduced to the use of only one language,

having a smaller repertoire of accessible language structures.

Watamori and Susanama (168, 169), on the other hand, noted

that the extent of damage suffered by both of their patients

may have obliterated any patterns of differential involve-

ment that might have otherwise been observed. Zierer (190)

reported a case of progressive degeneration in a five-year-

old bilingual, and observed the same degree of advancing

deterioration in both languages until the subject's death.
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Ribot (137) hypothesized that languages learned first

would be least impaired and most quickly recovered following

cortical damage. In reviews encompassing much of the avail-

able literature involving bilingual and polyglot aphasics,

Albert and Obler (2) and Paradis (127) noted that the occur-

rence of comformity to Ribot's hypothesis, or Ribot's rule,

was at no more than chance. Pitres (132) was a contemporary

of Ribot who believed that most bilingual aphasics most often

showed equal degrees of impairment in both languages. Pietres

theorized, however, that in cases where differential impair-

ment was observed, the language most familiar at the time of

the insult would be the least affected and the first to

recover. The reviews of Paradis (127) and Albert and Obler

(2) lend more support to the hypothesis of Pitres than to

that of Ribot; however, Pitres' rule did not account for all

of the reported cases of differential involvement.

Circumstances unique to the individual's acquisition of

a second language have been considered by some to be factors

influencing impairment and recovery patterns (52, 86, 113,

181). Comparisons between the type of bilingualism (coordin-

ate and compound) and the relative degree of impairment

resulting in both languages have yielded equivocal results.

Lambert and Fillenbaum (86) analyzed fourteen unpublished

cases of Canadian bilingual and polyglot aphasics and

hypothesized that the speakers, whom they considered to be
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compound bilinguals, would show an equal degree of impairment

in all languages. They compared this group with another

group of speakers reported in the European literature, whom

they assumed to be coordinate speakers. They concluded that

the Canadian (compound) speakers did, indeed, show a more

diffuse pattern of impairment affecting all languages, while

the European group showed more specific disorders. The

authors did note, however, that theirs was only a pilot study

and more detailed information regarding the language histories

of the patients was needed before any conclusions could be

reached.

Other authors have reported no correlation between the

type of bilingualism (compound versus coordinate) and the

pattern of involvement. L'Hermitte and others (92) reported

the aphasic symptoms of six presumably coordinate speakers.

Although the authors anticipated that the speakers' respec-

tive languages would be affected to different degrees, a

pattern of equal impairment emerged. This led L'Hermitte and

others to conclude that the type of bilingualism had little

to do with symptomology. Albert and Obler's (2) analysis of

the literature yielded no correlation between impairment

patterns and type of bilingualism. Zierer (190), however,

observed equal impairment in a young bilingual whom he

considered to be coordinate and concluded that the equal

involvement confirmed that the speaker was coordinate. This
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view of the correlation between coordinate bilingualism and

equality of impairment in both languages is contrary to

the theoretical model espoused by most researchers (2, 31,

86, 89, 127, 181).

The modalities through which respective languages were

learned has been hypothesized to be a factor in the impair-

ment and recovery patterns of some bilingual speakers.

Halpern (52) and Minkowski (113) reported less involvement

and superior recovery of languages that were either learned

visually, or languages the patient could read and write.

The visual factors were considered to be facilatory to the

recovery of language functions if the primary reading and

writing centers are not severely involved; as in the case

of Broca's aphasia.

Some authors contend that the age of second language

acquisition could influence the equality of impairment result-

ing from brain damage, since languages learned together would

be expected to share more of the same neural substrate (160,

171). Although no group studies have reported the investiga-

tion of the correlation between the age of second language

acquisition and the relative degree of impairment following

aphasic arrest, Albert and Obler (2) reviewed seventy-six

case studies in which the age of second language acquisition

was known, and found no significant correlation between the

pattern of involvement and age of acquisition. The authors

did, however, report a tendency for speakers who had learned
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both languages simultaneously to show equal involvement and

those who had learned the second language later to demon-

strate a differential pattern. Proficiency in the second

language was not, however, controlled in the analysis.

The possibility of a greater degree of right hemisphere

processing has been suggested by some researchers to account

for differential recovery in speakers' languages (2, 37).

There is some evidence that a greater amount of right hemi-

sphere involvement may exist among bilingual than among

unilingual aphasics; Albert and Obler (2), reviewing the

available literature, noted that aphasia resulting from

purely right-sided lesions occurred in 10 percent of the

cases observed. Of these (seven) cases, three subjects were

left-handed, three right-handed, and one unknown. When side

of lesion, as well as the recovery pattern was known, a

significant correlation was found between lesions restricted

to the right hemisphere and a differential recovery pattern,

while lesions occurring in the left hemisphere correlated

with parallel patterns of recovery. Although their data were

based on a small sample (thirty-four subjects), Albert and

Obler concluded that their findings appeared to be consistent

with literature indicating a possible difference in right

hemisphere language processing among non-aphasic bilinguals,

compared to unilinguals.

Galloway (35), in an analysis of 117 cases of bilingual

aphasia reported in the literature ranging from the year
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1824 to the present (side of lesion was identified or inferred

by hemiplegia), observed that 19 percent of the right and 76

percent of the left-handed subjects had right hemisphere

lesions. In a unilingual control group of 340 subjects, two

and 32 percent of the dextral and sinestral subjects, respec-

tively, had purely right hemisphere lesions. Gloning and

Gloning (47) reported four sinestrals in the eleven reports

of bilingual aphasia they reviewed and, of those, three (75

percent) had right hemisphere lesions, compared with an

anticipated 40 percent incidence of right aphasia in

sinestrals, among monglots. Despite the small sample, Glon-

ing and Gloning postulated a greater degree of right hemi-

sphere language involvement among bilingual aphasics. Nair

and Virmani (117) found that 80 percent of their right-handed

subjects had right hemisphere involvement, while noting that

less than 2 percent of a unilingual population would be

expected to demonstrate aphasia following damage to that

hemisphere. The side of lesion of their subjects was inferred

from hemiplegia, however, and the possibility of bilateral

involvement was not discussed.

In summary, the available literature indicates that

among bilingual aphasics, language breakdown and recovery

most often follow a parallel pattern: both languages are

impaired and both are recovered relative to the degree of

proficiency exhibited premorbidly. Some cases of
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differential impairment and restitution have been reported.

These patterns have been attributed to such factors as

affective variables (which language was preferred by the

speaker), severity of lesion, the means by which respective

languages were acquired (auditory versus visual), and inter-

subject variables. The type of bilingualism (compound/

coordinate, balanced, early/late), speakers' proficiency, as

well as failiiarity and use of respective languages were con-

sidered. Finally, some evidence for a relatively greater

degree of right hemisphere involvement in language processing

among at least some bilinguals was discussed as a possible

explanation for discrepant patterns of involvement. The

literature regarding the effects of systematic language

intervention with bilingual patients is consistent with that

mentioned above: namely, that parallel restitution is most

often observed. Specific reports are discussed in the

following section.

Patterns of Restitution with Therapy

The literature available regarding the recovery processes

of bilingual aphasics who have received some sort of systematic

therapy indicates that recovery occurs in all languages, even

when only one language is formally addressed (32, 162, 168,

169). Freedman (32) concluded that her sample of forty

bilingual and polyglot patients in Israel showed improvement

in all languages although systematic therapy was given only
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in Hebrew. Freedman administered a translated version of the

Wepman and Jones (177) Language Modality Aptitude Test (LMAT)

before beginning therapy. She also obtained information

regarding skills in patients' other languages by means of a

Home Language Questionnaire (HLQ) at that time. The HLQ

consisted of questions answered by family members regarding

patients' proficiencies in the non-Hebraic languages. Test

items were observable behaviors, such as knowledge of family

members' names, apparent understanding of short phrases, and

the patient's ability to write his or her name and address.

The HLQ was not standardized, but Freedman reported a

correlation of .80 between the HLQ and the LMAT at the p < .001

significance level. When the LMAT and HLQ were readministered

after three months of therapy, improvement was consistent in

all languages, although therapy was administered only in

Hebrew. As Freedman herself pointed out, initial assessment

and onset of therapy were often within the time during which

maximum spontaneous improvement could be expected (assessment

occurred between two weeks and five months post-onset,

averaging five weeks); however, she argued that even patients

who had little knowledge of Hebrew managed to improve in that

language, even learning new Hebrew words, indicating that

improvement could not be attributed to spontaneous recovery

alone.

Watamori and Susanama (168, 169) also reported improve-

ment in both languages of two bilingual (English-Japanese)
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aphasics following therapy conducted in one language only.

The first subject (168, 169) was diagnosed as having a

Broca's aphasia. The patient was born in California where

he learned both languages early in life. After receiving a

formal education in the United States, he moved to Japan

and married a Japanese woman. He spoke only Japanese except

during his frequent business trips to the United States.

Following a cerebrovascular accident, the patient showed

deficits in all modalities (auditory comprehension, expres-

sion, reading, and writing, with expression being the most

impaired). Complications included severe oral and verbal

apraxia (a reduced ability to perform voluntary oral move-

ments during speech and non-speech activities). Therapy

was initiated two months post-onset, initially in Japanese,

then later in English, then after four sessions, the patient

indicated a desire for therapy to be in that language. Therapy

was administered in English for twelve months, with improve-

ment indicated in all modalities; the majority of improvement

was reported in auditory comprehension, followed by reading,

writing, and least improved was oral expression. Improvement

in Japanese was only slightly (non-significant) below that

of English.

The pattern of improvement was parallel (the degree of

impairment in each modality relative to the other modalities

was the same in both languages) except that in Japanese,
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autidory comprehension, oral and written skills were only

slightly more impaired than those in English, whereas writing

skills were substantially poorer. Therapy was then adminis-

tered in both Japanese and in English. Improvement in

Japanese writing was then noted; at that time the pattern of

restitution was parallel in all modalities, performance in

English still remaining slightly above that of Japanese.

During the last nineteen months of therapy, treatment

was administered in Japanese only. The same parallel pattern

of recovery consistent with previous treatment was noted, with

slight gains most evident in Japanese oral and written produc-

tion. Although still slightly superior to Japanese, English

performance dropped slightly, which the authors attributed to

lack of practice. Watamori and Susanama concluded that

English, the language that was first addressed in therapy,

showed consistently more improvement than Japanese, even

though the patient was exposed to Japanese in his home and

community, and therefore, received more nonsystematic

stimulation in that language. From this, they argued for

the benefits of systematic language intervention, above and

beyond spontaneous restitution. The parallel pattern of

recovery in the treated and non-treated languages was

attributed to one or both of the following factors:

spontaneous recovery and activation of a "universal process-

ing mechanism" from stimulation of only one language.
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Watamori and Susanama (169) also reported a case of an

English-Japanese bilingual who presented a sensory, or Wer-

nicke's, aphasia. This patient was born in Hawaii to Japanese

parents. Both languages were apparently learned and used

during childhood. After receiving a university education in

the United States, he married a Japanese woman with whom he

spoke only Japanese; with his children, however, he conversed

in English. The patient lived in Japan for thirteen years,

then in Hawaii for nineteen years, before suffering a stroke,

which occurred while visiting Japan. He presented a severe

Wernicke's aphasia. The degree of impairment in auditory

comprehension, oral expression, reading, and writing appeared

to be almost identical in both languages. Therapy was

initiated in English and administered in that language for

six months. Recovery followed basically a parallel pattern;

English skills were only slightly better than Japanese,

although slight discrepancies in the pattern were noted in

reading and writing performance. Therapy was terminated when

the patient moved.

Watamori and Susanama made several observations regard-

ing their two patients. First, both languages were equally

involved following cortical insult. The authors did note,

however, that both patients apparently sustained extensive

damage, possibly obscuring any differential patterns that

may have otherwise been observed. Systematic therapy also
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was considered to influence language recovery since the

language addressed in therapy showed most improvement in

both cases. The authors, noting the simultaneous improvement

in the non-treated language, postulated that therapy in one

language appeared to foster improvement in the other. A

third observation was that the type of deficit appeared to

influence recovery. In both languages, the patients evidenced

the greatest amount of recovery in auditory comprehension

both spontaneously and with therapy.

Voinescu and others (162) observed a polyglot aphasic

patient who was reported to be equally fluent in four

languages: Greek, Romanian, Russian, and German. Although

his native language was Greek, he had learned Russian,

Romanian and German during childhood. Formal education was

initially provided in Greek, then in Russian; his university

education was obtained in Germany. For twenty years prior to

aphasic onset, the patient had spoken Russian in his home

and Romanian in the community. He suffered a stroke which

left him with a moderate, primarily expressive (Broca's)

aphasia. However, administration of the Token Test (part V)

in all languages indicated some receptive impairment not

observed in conversational speech. The authors reported

less difficulty in performance of Russian and Romanian (the

languages most recently used, and employed by the patient

for a majority of his life) than in German and Greek.
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Comprehension was equally impaired in all languages. Follow-

ing therapy conducted solely in Romanian, improvement was

noted in Russian, Greek and German as well, although the

most improvement was noted in the language employed during

therapy sessions.

Voinescu and others analyzed post-therapeutic communica-

tion skills in their patient at all levels: semantic, phonetic,

morphological and syntactic, in an attempt to determine whether

interference from other languages was present. At the phonemic

level, neither segmental nor suprasegmental interference was

observed; that is, phonemes specific to a given language were

isolated therein. Semantically, in-class word substitutions

were noted across languages. Substitutions at the morphemic

level were also noted (for example, the speaker would add a

German ending to a Russian root). According to the investi-

gators, there appeared to be no syntactic interference.

The communication value, which was defined as content of

the message and the speed of communication, was observed in

all languages. Voinescu and others reported using a

"personal method" (p. 170) to determine communication value.

This consisted of a standard interview. Both the adequacy

of response and the semantic value of words used in the

answer were considered. Semantic value was determined by

correct production of appropriate words, presence or absence

of substitutes, emotional utterances and meaningless
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utterances. Communication value in Romanian was the highest

(approximately 60 percent of the message had a positive

communication value) and in German was the lowest (approxi-

mately 20 percent). The response time (speed of communica-

tion) was not significantly different among the four languages

in the number of significant words per unit time, nor was

there a difference in the total response time per total

significant words. The total response time per number of

conceptual words (words that are able to convey meaning by

themselves) was higher in Greek and German than Russian and

Romanian, although it was high in all languages.

Voinescu and others presented an analysis of a polyglot

aphasic's four languages after therapy was administered in

only one language. Not only were expressive and receptive

language skills analyzed, but a detailed qualitative analysis

of the semantic, syntactic, morphological, and phonemic

aspects, as well as the communicative content and speed, of

expression was provided. The authors concluded that expres-

sion, and not reception was differentially impaired, and

that the pattern of restitution was consistent with the

pattern of impairment. That is, languages were impaired to

the same degree, relative to each other, both before and

after therapy. All languages demonstrated improvement

although therapy was administered only in Romanian. The

authors attributed this overall improvement to linguistic

stimulation at the deep (semantic) level.
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Although the authors analyzed language skills after

therapy, little description was offered regarding pre-

therapeutic language behaviors. Since therapy was adminis-

tered in one language only, it is not known if stimulation

in all languages would have affected the recovery of the

speakers' languages in either quantatively or qualitatively

different ways.
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CHAPTER III

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND PURPOSE

OF THE INVESTIGATION

The vast majority of the research dealing with both

bilingualism and aphasia has been concerned with symptomology,

specifically, the relative degree of impairment in each of

the speakers' languages. Reports of systematic intervention

with bilingual patients have focused on improvements in

language skills following therapy. Very little reference has

been made to the therapy process itself. For example, Freed-

man (5) reported improvement in all languages of forty

polyglot patients who received therapy in only one language.

With regard to intervention strategies, however, she stated

only that therapy addressed individual needs and did not

detail specific behaviors observed during the rehabilitation

process.

Watamori and Susanama (13, 14) offered slightly more

detailed descriptions of the therapy programs used with

their two English-Japanese bilingual patients. Therapy in

English followed the stimulation approach outlined by Schuell,

Jenkins and Jimenez-Pabon (11) progressing from simple to

difficult tasks. This approach is based on the premise that

aphasic patients need an increased amount of auditory
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stimulation before speech-language skills can be expected

to improve. Stimuli (words, phrases, sentences) are pre-

sented and repeated extensively. Responses are expected

from the patient ranging from picture identification to

connected oral and written discourse. Specific tasks

described by the authors included auditory comprehension

(pointing to pictures following oral presentation of words

and writing to dictation), reading comprehension (matching

words to pictures and reading short sentences and paragraphs),

oral production (imitation, word naming, and production of

short sentences), and writing tasks (copying and then writing

single words, sentences and paragraphs). The rehabilitation

program which was conducted in Japanese focused solely on

writing skills. Data records of performance levels in all

four modalities were collected before and after the delivery

of the bilingual intervention program; however, no mention

was made of the patient's response pattern during therapy.

Voinescu and others (12) used facilitation and stimulation

techniques with their multilingual patient. The authors did

not describe the tasks or any of the patient's behaviors

during therapy; rather the investigators limited their analysis

to post-therapeutic language skills. Based on the recovery

pattern and residual impairment in each language, the authors

hypothesized that the type of therapeutic methods that were

employed affected all languages. The authors reported that
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therapy consisted of techniques designed to stimulate

processes involved in meaning or "deep" rather than "surface"

structures (p. 174) such as pronunciation and word order.

These authors felt that stimulation at the deep (also

described as "semantic") level brought about improvement in

all languages.

To date, no studies involving bilingualism and aphasia

have addressed word retrieval skills, although the inability

to retrieve words is considered to be the most universal of

aphasic symptoms (4, 6, 7, 8, 11, 15). Among unilingual

speakers, word retrieval has been studied in terms of

response accuracy and reaction time, as well as in terms of

the linguistic and extralinguistic cues that appear to

facilitate word retrieval when subjects are unable to supply

correct labels to stimuli. Facilatory cues include imitation,

initial syllable, function, categorization, rhyme, synonyms

or antonyms, description, and gesture (1, 3, 7, 9, 10). Among

unilingual speakers at least, phonemic cues such as imitation

and initial syllable have been found to be most successful in

bringing about correct responses (3, 9, 10). Love and Webb

and Pease and Goodglass analyzed only accuracy of response in

assessing word retrieval. Both pairs of researchers found

that sentence completion was the next most effective means

of selecting correct responses. Drummond and Rentscheller

(3) used response time to assess naming skills, and found that
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sentence completion was no more effective than gestures in

reducing response latencies.

Although the above investigations were helpful in deter-

mining the conditions under which word retrieval appears to

be facilitated, they were all limited by the small size of

the experimental groups, and the failure to control subjects

with respect to such critical intrasubject variables as

subject age, type of aphasia, severity of aphasia, as well as

premorbid factors that may have influenced word-finding skills,

such as intelligence and education level (2).

The purpose of the present investigation was to describe

the word retrieval skills of a bilingual aphasic patient in

terms of reaction times, following stimulation in both

languages, as well as to analyze the stimuli that decrease

reaction times or increase correct responses. This investiga-

tion restricted observation and documentation of behaviors to

a single subject. Specifically, the study addressed three

questions regarding word retrieval skills.

1. Is the latency period between presentation of a
stimulus and production of the appropriate semantic
label significantly greater in one language than
the other, or is reaction time consistent across
languages?

2. What stimuli, or cues, appear to be most helpful
in eliciting correct responses; does the speaker
employ contextual, phonological, or semantic cues?

3. When the speaker experiences word finding difficul-
ties in one language, does stimulation in the other
appear to facilitate correct responses?
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Based on the results of previous studies, the following

hypotheses have been formulated.

1. There will be significant difference in the
accuracy of responses obtained in Spanish and
those obtained in English.

2. There will be a significant difference among the
types of cues employed with respect to mean number
of correct response and mean response time follow-
ing presentation of the cue.
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CHAPTER IV

METHODOLOGY

Subjects

Two subjects were employed in this investigation. Both

were males, eighty-three years of age. The experimental sub-

ject suffered aphasia secondary to a cerebrovascular accident

sustained twenty days prior to this investigation. The other

subject, used as a control, was also bilingual. He had no

record of cerebral pathology. The results of diagnostic

testing employing the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination

did not indicate the presence of aphasia (Appendix).

The aphasic subject exhibited primarily an anomic expres-

sive aphasia, as determined by diagnostic testing (Appendix).

He reported a premorbid preference for his right hand and

stated that to his knowledge, all family members were also

right handed. According to the patient's physician, the

patient's health was excellent prior to his stroke. The

physician stated that there was no reported evidence of

previous medical or psychological complications which could

have affected speech-language functioning, including

neurological disintegration, previous aphasic disturbances,

mental retardation, psychoses, or neuroses. According to

the physician, despite the patient's age, there was no
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reported evidence of dementia of any sort. Medical records

reported results of audiological evaluation performed follow-

ing stroke. A high frequency bilateral hearing loss was

reported. This was considered to be consistent with the

patient's age, rather than a result of his stroke. Amplifica-

tion was not recommended. Since audiological evaluation had

been recently performed, puretone screening was not repeated.

Peripheral vision was corrected by prescription lenses. The

subject had been seen for speech-language evaluation prior to

this investigation; however, therapy had not been initiated.

Medical records did not indicate the presence of related

symptoms including hemiparesis, agnosia, apraxia, or visual

field deficits. A background history, concerning acquisition

as well as present use of both Spanish and English, was

obtained by the subject and his wife. He was born in Jalisco,

Mexico, and lived there until the age of twenty-three. During

that time, he spoke only Spanish and was not exposed to English,

either at home or in the community. Although neither the

subject nor his wife were able to remember the exact amount of

time he received formal schooling, he reported that he inter-

mittently attended for only a few years. As soon as he was

able to read and write, he no longer attended school. Upon

migration to the United States at age twenty-three, the

subject was exposed to both English and Spanish in the

community. He reported acquiring English gradually and
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estimated that it took him two years to acquire spoken

fluency in English. Both English and Spanish were employed

in the home with his twelve children, one of whom still lives

at home. The subject stated that he preferred to speak

Spanish with his wife. Upon arrival in the United States,

the subject worked as an automobile mechanic and used both

English and Spanish at work. He was later employed as a

printer for thirty years before retiring. He reported employ-

ing only English in that setting. The subject noted that

although his work as a printer required that he be able to

read and write in English, he preferred to read and write in

Spanish.

The subject had been retired nineteen years prior to

aphasic arrest. During that time, he spoke primarily Spanish

with his wife during the day, Spanish and English in the

evening with his daughter, and both languages in the community.

He spoke only English with his grandchildren.

Postmorbidly, the patient reported that he found Spanish

easier to speak and understand and used it whenever possible.

He did, however, speak English during the frequent visits by

his grandchildren.

The control subject employed in this investigation was

also right handed and had no record of medical or psychologi-

cal complications that could conceivably affect speech-

language skills. Pure tone threshold testing revealed a
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precipitous high frequency hearing loss bilaterally which

is considered to be consistent with his age. Peripheral

vision was corrected by prescription lenses.

The control subject was born, and resided in Mexico

until ten years of age, during which time he was exposed

to Spanish only. He reported learning English rapidly upon

migration to the United States, primarily as a result of

being placed in an English-speaking environment at school.

The subject attended school for three years in Mexico and

two years in the United States. He learned to read and write

in Spanish but not in English. This subject was employed as

a railroad engineer until retirement, where he employed

English primarily. At home, he spoke Spanish only. In the

community, he reported speaking primarily Spanish.

Experimental Conditions

Two experimental conditions were employed. Condition

one involved a picture naming task. The subject was instructed

to label a series of pictures in English and in Spanish. The

primary purpose of this task was to evaluate word retrieval

skills. Condition two, also designed to assess word retrieval

skills, employed different stimuli. Following verbal presen-

tation of a word by the examiner, the subject was required to

produce its opposite; for example, upon presentation of the

word "dark," the subject should have responded, "light."
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The experimental subject was seen for a total of

eighteen one-hour sessions. The first and last two were

spent in pre- and post-testing in Spanish and English. The

conditions were not intended to provide a complete therapeutic

program for this individual. Rather, they were intended to

provide the investigator with data concerning word retrieval

skills of an expressive aphasic patient during the initial

period following aphasic onset.

Stimuli

Stimulus items for condition one consisted of forty-

six black-and-white line drawings mounted on blank four inch

by six inch cards. The drawings employed in this investiga-

tion were selected from target and decoy items on the Peabody

Vocabulary Test (PPVT, 2). The pictures were selected only

because of their availability, however, and all items were

not used, nor were they administered in the order in which

they appear on the PPVT test forms. The stimuli that were

used were selected because they represent a continuum of

word frequencies in both Spanish and English. Each stimulus

item fell within the same frequency range in both languages.

Easton's Comparative Semantic Frequencies (3) provides tables

which may be employed to determine the relative word frequen-

cies in each language. The tables contain the 6,474 most

common words in English and their French, German, and Spanish

equivalents. Individual words are not rank-ordered according
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to frequency of occurrence, however, the list is divided

into seven sections each, except the last, containing 1,000

words. The groups are ranked according to the frequency

with which the 1,000 words within the group occur. Group

one, for example, contains the 1,000 most frequently occur-

ring words; group two contains the 1,000 next most common

words; and each successive group contains 1,000 progressively

less common words. Individual words within each group are

listed alphabetically, rather than by order of occurrence.

Stimulus items across languages, therefore, may be paired

within a 1,000 word range.

Following selection of stimulus items, a pilot study

was conducted in both languages. The English study was

administered to thirty graduate and undergraduate students

in Communication Disorders at North Texas State University.

The Spanish study was conducted on a group of eight subjects,

five natives of Spanish-speaking countries, and three Texans

who spoke Spanish natively. They were included in the pilot

study so that possible dialectical variations could be noted.

The subjects were presented with a series of pictures,

paired with a carrier phrase. The carrier phrases in English

and Spanish were, respectively, "What is this?" and " Que es

esto/esta?" Subjects were instructed to write the first

single word response they thought of when a picture was

presented. Any items which did not elicit a correct response
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from at least 90 percent of the subjects were eliminated.

Stimuli for condition one are listed in the Appendix.

Stimuli for condition two were obtained from the Dos

Amigos Verbal Language Scale (1). The stimuli were word

pairs of polar opposites, in English and Spanish. There was

some overlap between the two languages; however, not all

items were the same. A pilot study, administered in English

and Spanish, was employed to determine as many responses as

possible that could be considered to be correct, that is,

words representing opposite concepts, whether or not they be

polar opposites. The same populations were used for the

second pilot study. The subjects were told that they would

hear a word. Following presentation of the word, they were

to write its opposite. All responses obtained during the

pilot study were considered to be correct. When at least 90

percent of the subjects were unable to produce the opposite

for a stimulus word, the item was eliminated. Stimulus items

for condition two are listed in the Appendix.

Prior to this investigation, the stimuli selected from

the pilot studies were presented to the subject's wife. This

was done in an attempt to determine whether all stimulus items

should have been familiar to the subject and to determine

specific labels the subject would be expected to employ follow-

ing presentation of a given stimulus.
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Procedures

Administration of the Boston Diagnostic
Aphasia Examination (BDAE)

The BDAE was administered according to instructions as

an indicator of both diagnostic and pre- and post-investigation

progress. The test was administered in Spanish (see Appendix)

and English on consecutive days. The English version was

administered first.

Task Administration and Setting

Throughout the experimental testing conditions, the

examiner and subject were seated at a four feet by six feet

table. The table was cleared of all extraneous materials,

including blotters. The investigator was seated directly

across from the subject.

Condition One

The stimulus items selected prior to the investigation

were presented randomly in order to control for an expectancy

effect, which could have created a bias. A random number

table (4) was employed. Sessions were alternated in such a

manner that the subject was instructed to respond in Spanish

one day, and English the next. This procedure was continued

throughout the investigation. General instructions regard-

ing conditions one and two were explained in both Spanish

and English. The subject was instructed that the task would

involve picture identification. More specifically, he was
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informed that the examiner would present him with one

picture at a time, and that he was to name the picture as

rapidly as possible, employing only one word in the response.

The carrier phrase employed during the task determined

whether the script was in English or in Spanish. The carrier

phrase, "What is this?" or " Que es esto/esta?" was presented

with each picture in order to maximize control of reaction

time. Reaction time was defined as the latency between the

end of the carrier phrase and the initiation of a correct

response.

Sessions were taped using a portable tape recorder

(Winsor, Model 127) and a cassette tape (TDK Dynamic C-90).

An external microphone (Radio Shack model number 33-1060)

was used for the purpose of screening out external noise.

Responses not initiated within ten seconds after the

termination of the carrier phrase were not accepted. Other

unacceptable responses included misidentification of stimuli,

as well as words in which at least 50 percent of the phonemes

were not accurately produced. For example, production of

"tar" for "car" was accepted, whereas production of "shock"

for "shoe" was not. Responses that were self-corrected

before termination of the word (for example, "Ca-horse," in

response to a picture of a horse) were considered to be

correct. In these cases, however, reaction time was measured

from the initiation of the appropriate response.
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Two bilingual speakers were used to confirm the

examiner's evaluation of response accuracy. Both speakers

were graduate students in Speech-Language Pathology attend-

ing the University of Texas at El Paso. Upon completion of

the sessions in both English and Spanish, each listener

separately reviewed all taped responses, indicating which

items were not to be considered correct. All items not

receiving a 100 percent consensus among the examiner and

both judges were eliminated from the analysis.

Upon termination of the investigation, all audiotaped

responses were analyzed, employing a manually operated

digital stopwatch. Response latency was measured to one-

hundredth of a second.

Following stimuli that received incorrect responses,

three different types of facilitory cues were presented:

initial syllable (for example, "ter" for "table"); sentence

completion (for example, "You put plates on the "); a

direct translation for the word in the language not employed

during the task (for example, if the target word were "table,"

the word "mesa" would be presented).. Cues were delivered by

the investigator on a rotating schedule in order to minimize

any experimental bias or situational factors which may have

affected the subject's performance, such as health, alertness,

or anxiety (5). During the first ten incorrect responses,

cue one, initial syllable, was employed. Cue two, sentence

completion, was then used following the next ten incorrect
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responses. Finally, cue three, translated word, was

employed after the next ten incorrect responses. This

rotation continued throughout the entire task. Once the

cue was sufficient to elicit the correct response, no

further cues were given at that time.

Condition Two

The second condition also involved reaction times and

facilitory cues. The task in this condition required only

verbal stimuli and verbal responses. The subject was

instructed that the examiner would present a word and that

he was to verbally provide its opposite as rapidly as

possible. Instructions were given in English during the

English sessions and in Spanish during the sessions con-

ducted in Spanish. As many demonstrations as necessary,

in each language, were given until the patient demonstrated

understanding of the task by providing two correct responses

consecutively.

Any response obtained for a particular stimulus item,

either during the pilot study or during administration of

test items to the patient's wife, was considered to be an

acceptable response. Responses in which at least 50 percent

of the phonemes were correctly produced, as well as self-

corrected responses, were accepted. Inappropriate responses

included any response that was not obtained during the pilot

study or during administration of test items to the patient's
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wife. Responses in which at least 50 percent of the phonemes

were not correctly produced, as well as responses that were

not initiated within thirty seconds after stimulus presenta-

tion were also considered to be inappropriate responses.

Following incorrect responses, the cues described in

condition one: initial syllable, sentence completion, and

a direct translation of the target word, were employed. The

cues were presented in the same manner as they were during

condition one; that is, each cue was employed ten times,

then replaced with a different cue. This rotation continued

throughout the task.

The same bilingual judges employed in condition one

listened to responses obtained under condition two. Only

responses considered to be correct by the examiner and both

judges were accepted. Reaction times were measured in the

same manner as described for condition one.

Language Sample

A spontaneous language sample was collected throughout

the investigation. At the beginning of each session, five

minutes of conversation between the patient and the investi-

gator were recorded. Sessions were alternated in such a

manner that a different language was spoken during each

session. Consequently, one-half of the sample was in English

and one-half in Spanish.
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The investigator and two bilingual judges listened to,

then transcribed the language sample on separate occasions.

All utterances that were not present in all three transcrip-

tions were eliminated from the sample.

Analyses of Performance

Descriptive Analyses

Language sample.--In an attempt to describe behavior

trends in each language, a descriptive analyses was pro-

vided at the phonemic, morphemic, syntactic, and semantic

levels. The specific parameters are described below.

At the phonemic level, two aspects of errors were con-

sidered: the nature of phonemic paraphasias (errors in

which a word is intelligibly produced, but may contain

incorrect sounds or sound groups) and the presence of

language mixing at the phonemic level. The paraphasias

were regarded in terms of the type of error, that is,

whether phonemes were substituted, omitted, or reversed.

The total number of errors in each category were noted.

Secondly, phonemic errors were analyzed to determine whether

phoenemes specific to a single language were restricted to

words in that language, for example, the /z/ and /8/ in

English or the / / and /R/ in Spanish. The total number of

morphological errors in each language, particularly with

regard to whether or not the endings were omitted, distorted,
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or substituted, were noted. Morphological errors were also

analyzed for the presence of language interference, such as

adding a Spanish marker to an English verb. Errors in syntax

were reported in both languages, especially with regard to

language interference, that is, whether lexical items from

one language were arranged in word order typical of the

other language.

At the semantic level, the total number of verbal

paraphasias (substitution of one word for another), word

omissions (telegraphic speech), and anomic errors (word

retrieval problems) were noted. More specifically, the

types of verbal paraphasias, were described for each language:

whether the substitutions were in-class words from that

language, or if words from the other language were substituted

when the subject was unable to retrieve a word in a particular

language. Anomic errors were analyzed with respect to the

types of words that create difficulties in each language

(nouns, verbs, modifiers, or prepositions). The types of

words omitted were also described.

Measures of central tendency.--Both correct and incorrect

responses obtained under conditions one and two were analyzed

in Spanish and English. Specifically, the following measures

were obtained: total number of correct responses per session

and per task; mean and standard deviation of correct

responses per session and per task; mean and standard
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deviation of time per task; mean and standard deviation of

correct responses per cue; mean and standard deviation of

reaction time per cue.

Statistical Analyses

In order to test hypothesis one, an r2 analyses was

used. r2 may be defined as the proportion of variation in

the dependent variable, x, that can be explained by the

independent variable, y (4). In this case, y may be defined

as the accuracy of response (mean reaction time and mean

number of correct responses) and x as the language (English

or Spanish) employed in the response.

Hypothesis two was analyzed employing a one-way analyses

of variance (ANOVA). ANOVA may be used to determine the

effect of an experimental factor (A) on a criterion variable

(Y). For the purpose of this investigation, A was the type

of cue employed and Y was either the mean number of correct

responses, or mean reaction times, following each cue.
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CHAPTER V

RESULTS

Diagnostic Testing

Initial administration of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia

Examination (BDAE) indicated the presence of expressive

anomia in both languages. Specifically, as detailed by the

authors (1), fluency and melodic line were not affected;

auditory comprehension was relatively intact except for single

word recognition, and confrontation naming was severely

impaired, as were reading and writing (Appendix). Initial

scoring information is based on raw scores, which are cumulated

points reflecting both the accuracy and rapidity of responses.

Pre-test raw scores and standard deviations are reported in

Table I for the following naming tasks in English and Spanish,

respectively: Response Naming 5/30,17/30; Confrontation

Naming 10/105,29/105; Animal Naming 6/23, 9/23; and Body Part

Naming 0/30, 0/30, in English and Spanish, respectively.

Table I reflects higher raw scores in Spanish for Responsive

Naming, Confrontation Naming and Animal Naming than for those

of English. Standard deviations also indicated a greater

performance accuracy in Spanish, as well.
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TABLE I

RAW SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF NAMING
SUBTESTS FROM THE BDAE

Pre-Test Post-Test

Task English Spanish English Spanish

R.S. a R.S. a R.S. a R.S. a

Responsive
Naming 6/30 1.0 18/30 .25 5/30 1.0 7/30 .25

Confrontation
Naming 0/105-1.5 29/105-1.0 33/105- .75 38-105 -. 50

Animal
Naming 6/23 0.0 9/23 .50 4/23 .25 9/23 .50

Body Part
Naming 0/30 -1.75 0.30 -1.75 0.30 1.75 3/30 -. 50

R.S. = Raw Scores, a = Standard Deviations.

Response Accuracy

The total number of responses, the total number of

correct responses, and the percentage of correct responses

for the experimental and control subject in both languages

are listed in Table II. A total of 187 responses in English

and 253 in Spanish were obtained from the experimental sub-

ject under condition one. Only 4 and 12 percent of the

responses in English and Spanish, respectively, were correct.

The control subject produced a total of 102 responses in

both English and Spanish. He correctly produced 73 and 100

percent of the responses, respectively. Under condition two,
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the experimental subject produced a total of 81 responses

in English and 90 responses in Spanish. In English, 2 per-

cent of the responses, and in Spanish, 16 percent of the

responses were accurate. The control subject provided 50

responses in both English and Spanish. Seventy-six percent

of the English and 86 percent of the Spanish responses were

correct.

TABLE II

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES, TOTAL NUMBER OF
CORRECT RESPONSES AND PERCENT OF CORRECT
RESPONSES FOR EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL

SUBJECTS IN BOTH LANGUAGES FOR
CONDITIONS ONE AND TWO

Condition One Condition Two

Subjects Tot No Tot No % Tot No Tot No %
Resp Corr Corr Resp Corr Corr

Experiments

English 187 8 4 81 2 2

Spanish 253 30 12 90 13 14

Control S.

English 102 74 73 50 36 76

Spanish 102 100 100 50 43 86

Tot No Resp = rotal Number of
Total Number of Correct Responses,
Correct Responses.

Responses, T'ot 4 CuLorr =

and % Corr = Percent of

The time the experimental subject required to produce

correct responses varied between 1.81 and 6.94 seconds in

English and 1.57 and 9.82 seconds in Spanish under condition
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one. Under condition two, response times varied between 8.09

and 19.25 seconds in English and .81 and 23.06 seconds in

Spanish. Means were not provided due to the small number of

responses and wide variability in response times. Reaction

times for the control subject were shorter and less variable,

averaging 2.36 and 1.5 seconds under condition one in English

and Spanish, respectively. Under condition two responses

were slightly longer and more variable, averaging 3.57

seconds in English and 4.61 seconds in Spanish.

Experimental Conditions

In response to the visually presented stimuli employed

in condition one, the subject indicated that he should have

known the target word, either by describing the object's

visual or functional attributes, describing other objects

with which the target object may be associated (for example,

in response to a picture of a hand, stating that the object

was like an arm, but that it was not an arm), or by simply

stating that he could not remember the word in either English

or Spanish. In only six instances did the patient provide

the translated equivalent of the word he could not retrieve.

Few paraphasias of any sort were produced; in many cases,

the subject stated that he did not remember the name of the

target object and did not attempt a response. A total of

eight paraphasic errors were recorded throughout condition

one. All of the paraphasias were considered to be verbal
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paraphasias, as defined by Goodglass and Kaplan (4) who

stated that a verbal paraphasia involves "substitution of

an inappropriate word during an effort to say a particular

target word" (1, p. 31). In all cases, the target words and

substitutions were related by either functional or visual

attributes (for example, "arm" for "elbow"), rather than

phonemic simularities, as in the production of "start" for

"star," for example.

Table III represents the total number of responses,

total number of correct responses, percentages, means and

standard deviations obtained in Spanish and English for con-

dition one.

TABLE III

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES, TOTAL NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES
AND PERCENTAGE, OF INITIALLY CORRECT RESPONSES OBTAINED

IN SPANISH AND ENGLISH FOR CONDITION ONE

Session _English 
Spanish

No Resp No Corr Percent No Resp No Corr Percent

1 35 1 3 . . . .

2 . . . . . . 30 8 27

4 . .... .. .. .. .

5 34 4 11 . . .

6 . . . . . . 98 7 6

7. . . . . . . . . . . .

9 61 0 0 . . . .

10 . . . . . . 62 8 13

11. .. .. .. .. .. .

12. . . . . . . . . . . .

13 59 3 5 . . . . .

14 . . . . . . 63 11 17
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The total number of responses obtained varied daily, ranging

from zero to four in English and six to seven in Spanish.

Due to variable performance, the small number of correct

responses, standard deviations were large ranging from .17 to

.32 in English and from .25 to .44 in Spanish.

Condition Two

Stimuli from condition two were employed during three

sessions in English and three sessions in Spanish. The total

number of responses, number of initially correct responses,

percentages, means and standard deviations of correct responses

are found in Table IV. The number of initially correct

responses were extremely low in both languages; in English

only two correct responses were obtained from a total of

eighty-one. In Spanish, performance was only slightly better.

At least one correct response was obtained during each session,

and between 3 and 31 percent of the responses were correct.

Since the number of correct responses was small, variability

was high. Standard deviations ranged from .17 to .51 in

Spanish. In English there was no difference in the standard

deviations obtained because during only two of three sessions

were any correct responses produced. Only one correct

response from a total of 29 stimuli was produced each day,

resulting in a mean of .03 and standard deviation of .19 on

both days.
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TABLE IV

TOTAL NUMBER OF RESPONSES, TOTAL NUMBER OF CORRECT
RESPONSES AND PERCENTAGE, OF INITIALLY CORRECT

RESPONSES OBTAINED IN SPANISH AND ENGLISH
FOR CONDITION TWO

English Spanish
Session

No Resp No Corr Percent No Resp No Corr Percent

1 . . . . . . . . .

2.. .
3 29 1 3
4 . . . . . . 30 4 13

6 29 1 3 . . . .

7 . . . . . . 34 1 3

8 . . . . .".". ".". ".".

9 . . . . . . . .

10 . . . . . . 26 8 31

11 23 0 0 . . . .

12. .. .. .. .. .. .

13. .. .. .. .. .. .

14 . .. .. .." . ."

The control subject had considerable difficulty on this

task. He produced seven errors in English. In all seven

cases, the control subject stated that he did not know the

English word. During the Spanish task, the control subject

appeared unaware that his responses were not correct, until

the examiner initiated a cue, after which the subject

immediately produced the appropriate word.

Facilatory Cues

When the experimental subject produced a response that

was not initially correct, facilatory cues were employed to

elicit correct responses. Three types of cues were employed
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during this investigation: initial syllable, sentence

completion, and translated word. Facilatory cues were

presented only once following incorrect responses. If the

cue did not elicit a correct response, no further cues were

given. The percentage, mean and standard deviation of cor-

rect responses following respective cues differed in English

and Spanish (Table V).

TABLE V

PERCENTAGES, MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS

OF CORRECT RESPONSES PER CUE PER SESSION
OBTAINED UNDER CONDITION ONE

English Spanish
Cue--

% x a % x a

Cue 1 (IS)* 42 6.30 .50 70 13.70 .46

Cue 2 (SC)* 7 1.00 .25 42 7.50 .50

Cue 3 (TW)* 49 7.50 .50 26 4.50 .44

x = Means, % = Percentage, a = Standard Deviation.

*IS = Initial Syllable, SC = Sentence Completion, TW =
Translated Word.

In Spanish, correct responses most often followed presenta-

tion of the initial syllable; 70 percent of the responses

were correct, with a mean of 13.70 and a standard deviation

of .46. Forty-two percent of the responses following

sentence completion were accurate in Spanish; the mean

correct response was 7.50 and standard deviation .50. In
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English, translated word was followed by correct responses

49 percent of the time (mean 7.50, standard deviation .50).

Presentation of initial syllable resulted in correct responses

42 percent of the time, with a mean 6.30 and standard devia-

tion .50. Only 7 percent of the responses following sentence

completion were accurate (mean 1.00, standard deviation .25).

The percentages, means and standard deviations of

correct responses per cue obtained under condition two are

reported in Table VI. Consistent with condition one, in

Spanish initial syllable was followed by the highest per-

centage of correct responses (71 percent, mean 6.00, standard

deviation .46). Sixty-seven percent of the responses follow-

ing sentence completion were correct, with a mean 5.66 and

standard deviation .50. Following presentation of the trans-

lated word, 60 percent of the responses were correct (mean

4.00, standard deviation .50).

English responses followed the same pattern under condi-

tion two as observed under condition one. The percentage of

correct responses following presentation of the translated

word was 67 (mean 6.66, standard deviation .48). Presenta-

tion of the initial syllable resulted in 21 percent correct

responses (mean 2.66, standard deviation 41) and sentence

completion 20 percent correct responses with a mean 2.66 and

standard deviation .41.
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TABLE VI

PERCENTAGES, MEANS, AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
CORRECT RESPONSES PER CUE PER SESSION

OBTAINED UNDER CONDITION TWO

English Spanish

Cue
% x %____ x a

Cue 1 (IS)* 21 2.66 .41 71 6.00 .46

Cue 2 (SC)* 20 2.66 .41 67 5.66 .5

Cue 3 (TW)* 67 6.66 .48 60 4.00 .5

x = Means, %
*IS = Initial

Translated Word.

= Percentages, a = Standard Deviation.

Syllable, SC = Sentence Completion, TW =

As indicated in Tables VI and VII, the mean number of

correct responses per cue varied across languages. In

Spanish, presentation of initial syllable resulted in the

greatest percentage of correct responses.

TABLE VII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, MEAN NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSE,
INITIAL SYLLABLE, SENTENCE COMPLETION,

AND TRANSLATED WORD IN ENGLISH

Means df SS MS F

Among Means 2 6.95 3.47 16.91*

Within Means 227 46.64 .21

Total 229 53.59

*p < .01.
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Sentence completion resulted in the next largest percentage

of correct responses, followed by translated word. In

English, translated word, then initial syllable, and finally,

sentence completion produced the greatest number of correct

responses.

In order to confirm the presence of a significant

difference in the mean number of correct responses per cue,

a one-way analysis of variance was performed on responses

obtained in English and Spanish (Tables VII and VIII,

respectively). Analysis of variance confirmed a significant

difference among the means in English (F = 16.91, p < .01) and

in Spanish (F = 41.00, p < .01). The analysis of variance

did not, however, indicate which cue was most effective.

An attempt was made to determine response accuracy by

comparing mean reaction times for both initially correct

responses and correct responses following cue presentation in

English and Spanish. The small number of responses, however,

precluded any reliable comparisons or analyses of reaction

times; only ten and forty-six initially correct responses

were produced in English and Spanish, respectively, through-

out the investigation. Not only was the number of correct

responses small, but the reaction times were highly variable,

ranging from 1.57 to 23.06 seconds. A larger number of

correct responses was collected following presentation of

facilatory cues. The number, however, remained small,

especially under some conditions. In English, for example,
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only four correct responses were produced following sentence

completion under condition one. A high degree of variability

in reaction times was also observed in responses following

cue presentation. Latencies ranged from .79 to 32 seconds.

These two factors: a small number of responses combined with

a wide range of response latencies precluded the use of

response time for statistical inference.

TABLE VIII

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, MEAN NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES,
INITIAL SYLLABLE, SENTENCE COMPLETION AND

TRANSLATED WORD IN SPANISH

Means df SS MS F

Among Means 2 12.86 6.43 41.00*

Within Means 299 46.88 .16

Total 301 59.74

*p < .01.

It was, therefore, not possible to determine whether response

times were shorter in English or Spanish, nor was it possible

to determine whether response times were shorter following

presentation of any particular cue.

Post-Testing

Post-testing suggested only slight change in the sub-

ject's performance across modalities in either language

(Appendix). The same types of impairments existed, and the
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degree to which they were involved, relative to each other,

did not change. The training sessions had addressed

facilitation of word retrieval skills. Post-test adminis-

tration of the BDAE suggested a slight improvement on con-

frontation naming tasks (Table I) with more improvement

noted in Spanish than in English. During re-evaluation in

English, the subject frequently produced the Spanish

equivalent for the target response, for example, "codo"

when the correct response should have been, "elbow." Credit

was not given for these responses (they were recorded as

verbal paraphasias) although a total of eighteen were pro-

duced during administration of the post-test in English.

Substitution of English, for Spanish lexical items was not

observed during the re-administration of the Boston. During

initial testing, the patient was unable to label target

words, or their translation, in either language. At that

time, when a word or phrase could not be evoked, the patient

responded by saying "I don't know; not in English, not in

Spanish," or, "no se; ni en ingles, ni en espaiol," depending

on which language was employed during testing. Post-test raw

scores in English and Spanish, respectively, were: Responsive

Naming 5/30, 1/30; Confrontation Naming 32/105, 42/105;

Animal Naming 4/23, 13/23; Body Part Naming 0/23, 12/23.

Standard deviations were: Responsive Naming -1.0, -.25;

Confrontation Naming: -.75, -.5; Animal Naming: -.25, -1.0;
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Body Part Naming: -1.75, -.5, in English and Spanish,

respectively.

Analysis of Language Sample

Language samples were obtained in both English and

Spanish. The English sample contained a total of 477 words

and the Spanish sample contained 540 words. Meaningless

utterances such as, "um," "ah," and "I don't know," and

"I can't remember" were not included in the total word count.

During conversation, the rate, melodic line and conture,

as well as the length of utterances, were typical of non-

aphasic speech. At the phonemic level no errors were

observed. Although English, certain phonemes and intonational

patterns differed from Standard English, they were consistent

with the speech of non-aphasic speakers who learned Spanish

as the primary language and English as the second language.

The pattern was not considered to have been a result of the

aphasia. No phonemic errors were produced during conversa-

tion in either language.

There were errors involving morphology and syntax in

both languages. A total of eight morphological errors were

noted in Spanish. Of the eight, six involved failure to

employ the correct gender for nouns and adjectives (for

example "comida Mexicano); two involved the use of incorrect

verb markers signaling person (for example, "6l quiero").

In English, a total of nine errors were noted. Five of the
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errors involved failure to employ subject pronouns such as

"Live near here?" Three times the subject employed a present

morphological marker when describing actions in the past (for

example, "I buy the car last year"). On one occasion, a

superlative "er" ending was omitted from an adjective.

No errors involving syntax were noted in Spanish, how-

ever, in English, a total of six phrases with atypical word

order were produced. In five of the cases, word order

appeared to be typical, and would certainly have been

acceptable, in Spanish, for example, "I can't write with

my left hand."

Among the semantic errors, only one verbal paraphasia

was produced. The same word appeared in three consecutive

contexts, thus, the patient appeared to be perseverating.

The majority of the errors involved word finding difficulties,

accompanied by circumlocutions. During conversation in

English, a total of fourteen instances in which the subject

was unable to evoke the label for a specific word were

observed. In most cases, the subject reported that he could

not remember the target word. In others, he attempted to

describe the target word, usually by visual or functional

attributes. On only one occasion did the patient employ a

translation of the target word.
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CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION

This investigation proposed to address two hypotheses.

First, it was postulated that following aphasic arrest, a

bilingual speaker would perform better in one language than

the other, and second, that the kinds of cues used to facili-

tate word retrieval would not be equally effective in both

languages.

In order to provide general information regarding the

relative degree of language involvement in English and Spanish

the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination was administered as

a pre-test prior to this investigation. At that time, no

therapeutic or intervention had been introduced. The subject's

performance on the pre-test indicated a pattern of nearly

equal involvement in both languages, with performance in

Spanish only slightly superior to English performance. It

should be noted, however, that in three of the seven sub-

tests that measure language functioning, no response was

provided in either language, hence, any qualitative or

quantitative differences could not be documented. On the

remaining four subtests, no incorrect responses were provided,

again precluding observation of any quantitative differences

between languages. The results of the current investigation
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support the findings of Watamori and Susanama (12) who noted

the same occurrence with their two aphasic patients. In both

cases, equal impairment was observed in both languages; how-

ever, the authors speculated that the severity of involvement

could have obscured any differential effects that may have

been observed in milder cases. Differences in performance on

the remaining two BDAE subtests indicated only slightly better

performance in Spanish. This is consistent with Paradis'

report (5) that the most common pattern observed among

bilingual aphasics was one of parallel involvement in which

each modality (speech, comprehension, reading, and writing)

is impaired to the same degree in all languages. As Vaid

and Genesee (9) noted, however, consistent and sensitive

criteria have not always been employed to measure impairment

in both languages. During the present investigation, an

attempt was made to document specific aphasic behaviors by

observing word retrieval skills, presenting a large number of

stimuli under two different conditions. When a specific area

of language was observed in more detail, there appeared to be

a difference between the patient's verbal abilities in

English and Spanish. Comparison between the percentage of

correct responses obtained in both languages suggested

superior naming abilities in Spanish, although due to a

small number of correct responses in both languages, this

could not be confirmed statistically.
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The second purpose of this evaluation was to determine

whether the same types of facilatory cues were equally

effective in improving word retrieval skills in both

languages. To date there have been no reports detailing the

types of therapeutic techniques that have been employed to

facilitate word retrieval in bilingual patients. Previous

studies regarding the effects of therapeutic intervention

with unilingual patients have reported the two cues most

successful in eliciting correct label were presentation of

the initial syllable of the target word and sentence com-

pletion (4, 6). During the present investigation, the sub-

ject's performance in Spanish appeared to be consistent

with previous studies; the initial syllable and sentence

completion resulted in the largest percentage of correct

responses. In English, however, the translated word was

followed by a larger percentage of correct responses than

the other two cues. One-way analysis of variance was per-

formed in order to confirm a significant difference in cue

effectiveness both in English and Spanish. Analysis of

variance did confirm such a difference in both languages;

however, such an analysis does not specify which cue was

most effective. Therefore, while it appeared from percentage

of correct responses, that in Spanish and English, initial

syllable and translated word, respectively, were the most

useful cues, this could not be confirmed statistically. In

order to statistically determine which of the three cues
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was most effective, a larger number of correct responses

than could be obtained during this investigation would be

necessary. During the present investigation, however, a

relatively limited number of correct responses were obtained.

The investigation was conducted very near the time of aphasic

onset and such factors as fatigue, low frustration level,

and a need to have task instructions restated may have con-

tributed to the small number of responses. Of the responses

that were obtained, very few were correct. Even presentation

of facilatory cues often produced only a limited number of

accurate responses.

Finally, a post-test administration of the BDAE was

performed sixteen days after pre-testing. It was not the

purpose of this investigation to determine the amount of

improvement in language functioning following intensive

language stimulation in both languages. Not only did this

investigation occur during a time when spontaneous language

recovery could be expected, but the type of stimulation

provided throughout this investigation was directed toward

only one aspect of language functioning--word retrieval.

Although word retrieval facilitation constitutes an important

part of many therapy programs for anomic patients, it was not

considered sufficient to constitute a comprehensive therapy

program. Post-testing was performed, instead, in an attempt

to determine whether the pattern of involvement appeared to
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remain the same in both languages. Results of post-testing

indicated some improvement in word retrieval skills in both

English and Spanish. This was expected because intensive

word retrieval facilitation was provided during this investi-

gation. Because a relatively short time had elapsed since

aphasic onset, it was recognized that some spontaneous

recovery could be expected during the time this investigation

was performed. In an attempt to control as many variables

as possible at this time, both languages were employed for

equal amounts of time during therapy. Additionally at the

initiation of the investigation, the subject was instructed

to use both languages at home. He was told to employ Spanish

on days therapy would be conducted in Spanish and English on

days therapy was conducted in English. The subject reported

that he felt frustrated when attempting to communicate in

English, and thus reported employing Spanish most of the

time. Results of post-testing on the BDAE and during con-

versational speech suggested slightly better performance in

Spanish than in English at the end of this investigation.

Previous studies have not addressed the pattern of involve-

ment when stimulation was provided for equal amounts of time

in both languages. Some authors have, however, reported the

effects of unilingual stimulation on both languages (2, 10,

11, 12). These authors indicated the greatest amount of

improvement in languages employed during therapy, even when
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other languages were employed in the home and in the com-

munity. The above mentioned authors did note, however, that

languages not addressed in therapy also improved. 
Voinescu

and others and Watamorki and Susanama speculated that any

time language stimulation occurs, a universal language

processing mechanism is activated, resulting in improvement

in all languages. In a different vein, Paradis (5) reported

five distinct recovery patterns that have been discussed in

the literature. Paradis did not state whether the cases he

reviewed had received systematic therapeutic intervention,

however, since many of the reports dated back to the middle

of the nineteenth century, it can be assumed that many did

not. In such cases, language improvement would have been

attributable to spontaneous recovery and non-systematic

language stimulation received in the home. The pattern most

frequently identified by Paradis was one of parallel recovery,

in which the same types of impairment were exhibited in both

languages and the relative degree of involvement remained

the same. This appeared to be the case of the subject

employed during this investigation; in both languages he

demonstrated difficulties in naming skills, reading and

writing. Performance was initially better in Spanish, and

at the end of the investigation, remained better in Spanish.

The patient's behavior was also consistent with other

studies regarding recovery among bilingual aphasics. Spanish,
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in addition to being the language first learned, was the

language most extensively employed immediately prior to the

stroke. This is consistent, respectively, with. both Ribot's

(8) and Pitres (7) hypotheses. Finally, it should be noted

that Spanish was the language most extensively used follow-

ing aphasic arrest, and this non-systematic language stimula-

tion may have contributed to better performance in Spanish.

Summary

This investigation examined word retrieval skills in a

bilingual aphasic patient who experienced severe word find-

ing difficulties in both English and Spanish. Two experi-

mental conditions were employed. Under both conditions,

performance appeared to be better in Spanish, although due

to the limited number of responses obtained, it was not

possible to confirm this observation statistically. Through-

out the investigation, three cues were used to facilitate word

retrieval. One way analysis of variance confirmed the

presence of a significant difference among the three cues in

both languages. The analysis of variance did not indicate

which cue was most effective; however, based on the mean number

of correct responses following presentation of respective cues,

initial syllable appeared to be the most useful cue in Spanish

and translated word in English.

Throughout the investigation, both of the subject's lan-

guages were employed. Slightly more improvement was noted in

Spanish than in English.
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Clinical Implications

Results of this investigation suggest at least two

aspects of language stimulation that should be considered

when addressing language rehabilitation in bilingual

patients. First, the patient's immediate communication

needs, as well as, the long prognosis for optimum recovery,

must be regarded. The patient's performance during this

investigation indicated that factors other than the language

addressed in therapy, such as the language employed most

extensively following stroke, the language least involved,

and possibly, the language employed most extensively before

stroke, should be considered when determining the most

favorable prognosis for improvement. Second, there may be

qualitative differences in the way languages are processed,

or at least in the degree to which facilatory cues are

effective in stimulating word retrieval skills. Some

researchers (1, 3) have suggested that different mechanisms

are involved in translating than those involved in speaking.

While such an hypothesis appears to be supported by the

subject's performance in English, the same was not true with

Spanish. As a facilatory cue in that language, the translated

word was relatively unsuccessful. It may be, however, that

the mechanisms involved in processing Spanish and English

differ. The subject acquired his second language gradually

and reported speaking Spanish during the time English was
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being learned. Under the informal learning condition, he

probably learned English, especially the names of English

lexical items, by reference to Spanish. Acquisition of

Spanish words did not, of course, have referents from

another language. If the processes involved in mediation of

the second language (English) is somehow associated with

what Galloway (3) and Albert and Obler (1) refer to as the

translating mechanism, and if translating remains less

involved than other language functions following aphasic

arrest, it may be, then, an appropriate means of addressing

the subject's second language.

Finally, if languages are indeed processed in qualita-

tively different ways, then perhaps bilingual stimulation

would be the most effective approach to language stimulation

among bilingual aphasics, as several different means of

language processing could conceivably be stimulated.

Research Implications

In order to substantiate the results indicated during

this investigation, a much larger number of responses, in

both languages would be necessary. Statistical analyses,

such as those involving linear regression, would likely

provide information so that valid statistical inferences

could be made regarding the relative degree of involvement

in both languages, as well as cue effectiveness. During

the present investigation it was not possible to obtain a
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sufficient number of responses under the various experimental

conditions. While it was felt to be desirable to investigate

the subject's behaviors as soon as possible after initial

onset of aphasia, it must be recognized that during this time,

patients often fatigue easily, become easily confused,

experience a low frustration level and may be emotionally

labile. These kinds of behaviors limit the amount of infor-

mation that can be gathered at any one time; consequently, in

order to obtain a sufficiently large number of correct

responses, it would be necessary to extend the investigation

over a longer period.

Further information regarding word retrieval skills

could possibly have been obtained by comparing differences

in response times across languages, but the limited number

of responses precluded any valid analyses of reaction times

during this investigation.

A substantial decrease was noted in both the experimental

and control subjects' ability to produce verbal opposites

under condition two in Spanish and English. Since the task

appeared to be somewhat confusing and difficult for even the

control subject, its feasibility for use in future studies

involving aphasic patients is questionable.

Clearly, there is a need for further research concerning

bilingualism and aphasia. More longitudinal studies, com-

paring both the degree of initial involvement, and the
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relative degrees of involvement over time, would lend

valuable information. There are very few reports con-

cerning the effects of language stimulation on speakers'

respective languages. Additional information is needed

regarding differences among therapy techniques in both

languages. When more information regarding the unique

nature of aphasia among bilingual speakers is available,

perhaps, then, their communication needs can be more

efficiently addressed.
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Stimuli for Condition One

airplane

bake

bell

bench

bread

bucket

butterfly

canoe

candle

car

celery

chair

comb

dog

elbow

eye

feet

flag

forest

frog

fruit

globe

shoulder

spider

star

thread

triangle

whale

glass

hand

horse

key

knee

ladder

letters

lightning

man

money

mouth

nail

neck

net

newspaper

parrot

plant

purse

reel

root

saddle

seal
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Stimuli Used in Condition Two

English Words

absent

add

after

begin

black

boy

brother

come

costly

cruel

dangerous

daughter

dead

deep

difficult

dirty

early

empty

false

friend

hot

laugh

lengthen

len

lost

multiply

narrow

near

noisy

north

off

pretty

profit

public

remember

same

sick

sharp

shut

smooth

sour

strong

up

young

Spanish Words

agrio

alargar

amor

angosto

anterior

apagar

apretado

arriba

ausente

bonito

caliente

cerca

costoso

crudo

cruel

despues

dificil

empezar

enemigo

en frente

enfermo

exito
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Spanish Words Continued:

sumar

temprano

timido

vacio

venir

falso

fuerte

ganacia

hermano

hija

igual

inferior

joven

liso

maximo

mentira

moj ado

muerte

negro

noche

norte

nino

peligroso

perder

recordar

reir

rubio

ruidoso

sucio
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Z-Score Profiles Obtained for the Control Subject
on the BDAE During Diagnostic Testing

X = English--- 0 = Spanish--

SEVERITY RATING

FLUENCY

AUDITORY

COMPREH.

NAMING

ORAL READING

REPETITION

PARAPHASIA

AUTOM. SPEECH

READING

COMPREH.

-2.5 -2 -I 0 .4 *2 *2.5

0 I 2 3 4 5

Artic. Rating i 2 3 4 5 6
Phrase Length 1 2 3 4 5 6
Verbal Agility 0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Word Discrimin. 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 7
Body Part I dent. 5 10 IS

Commands 0 5 10
Complex Material 0 2 4 6 I 8 10

Responsive Nemin g 0 5 to IS' 20 25~ 0
Confront. Noming 5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 85
Animal Naming 0 2 4 6 8 0 12 4 Oi 23
Body Part Naming o S tO IS 20 25 3

Word Reading 0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Oral Sentence 0 2 4 6 8 10

Repetition (ads.) 0 2 4 6 8
Hi Prob.

Lo Prob.
0 2 4

0 21

Neolog. 2 4 6 8 10 12
Literal '2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
Verbal 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Extended *' 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 I.

Autom. Sequences 0 2 4 I 6
Reciting 0 I1

Symbol Discrim. 4 6 8 10
Word Recog. 2 4 6 8
Compr. Oral Spel. 0 2 4 6 5
Wd. Picture Match 0 2 4 6 8 10
Ried. Sent. Pareg. 0 2 4 6 8 10

Mechanics 0
Serial Writing
Primer. Dit.

WRITING Writ. Confront. Naming
Spelling To Diet.
SentencesTo Diet.
Norrotivr Writ.

2 I 3

0 5 10 IS 20 25 30 35 40 4547
0 2 4 6 8 t0 12 1415

0 2 4 6 8 I0

0 3 5 7 9 10
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
0 i 2 3 4

d

4
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Z-Score Profiles Obtained for the Experimental Subject
on the BDAE During Initial Testing

X = English--- 0 = Spanish

SEVERITY RATING

FLUENCY

AUDI TORY

COMPREH.

NAMING

ORAL READING

REPETITION

PARAPHASIA

AUTOM. SPEECH

READING

COMPREH.

WRITING

-2.5 -2 -1 0 +1 02 +2.5

0 I 2 5

Artic. Rating I 2 3 4 5 7

Phrase Length I 2 3 4 5 6 %
Verbal Agility 0 2 4 6 8 10 14

Word Discrimin. 15 20 25 30 35 4 45 50 55 60 65 7072
Body Part I dent. 5 20
Commands 0 5 , 15
Complex Material 0 2 6 10 12

Responsive Neming 0 , Sx 10 11O20 25 30
Confront. Naming 5"1S 25 45 55165 75 85 95 105
Animal Naming 0 "''2 60 10 12 14 16 10 20 23

Body Port Naming ISmb m 20 25 30

Word Reading 5 10 15 20 25. 30
Oral Sentence 2 4 6 8 10

Repetition (wds) 0 2 4 6 8
Hi Prob. 0 2 4 6
Lo Prob. 0 2 6

Neolog. 2 4 6 8 10 12
Literal 6 8 10 12 14 16
Verbal 0 2 4 6 10 12 18 20 22 24
Extended 6 8 10 12 14 1I
Autom. Sequences 0 2 4 X 61
Reciting 0 I I " .,

Symbol Discrim. 6 8 10
Word Recog. 4 6 8
Compr. Orel Spell 2 4 6 8
Wd. Picture Match 4 6 8 10
Ried. Sent. Pere. 2 4 6 8 10

Mechanics 0 .. 2 I 3
Serial Writing

Primer. Diet.

Writ. Confront. Nom

Spelling To Dict.
Sentences To Diet.

Narrative Writ.

s 10 IS 20
2 4 6

ing *"-

2

2

5 30 35 40 4547
8 10 12 14 15

4 6 8

3 5 7
2 4 6 8

11 2

10

9 10
10 12

3 4
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Z-Score Profiles Obtained for the Experimental Subject
on the BDAE During Post-Testing

X = English--- 0 = Spanish-

SEVERITY RATING

FLUENCY

AUDITORY

COMPREH.

NAMING

ORAL READING

REPETITION

PARAPHASIA

AUTOM. SPEECH

READING

COMPREH.

WRITING

2.5 -2 -l 0 .1 +2 +2.5

0 " 122 "2.

Artic. Rating 1 2 3 4 S 6
Phrase Length 1 2 3 4 5, 6
Verbal Agility 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
Word Dlscrimin. 15 20%'21 30 40 435 0 55 60 65 7072

Body Part Ident. 5 I 
I 11 20

Commands 0 10 15
Complex Material 0 2 4 1 10 12

Responsive Naming 0 10 15 1 20 25 30
Confront. Naming 5 15 25 "35 53 65 75 85 95 105
Animal Naming 0 2 6 14 16 18 20 23
Body Part Naming - 5 10 25 30

Word Reading 5 10 15 I20 25 30
Oral Sentence 2 4 6 8 10

Repetition (wds) 0 2 4 6 8
Hi Prob. 0 2 4 "x
Lo Prob. 0 2 - 6 S

Neolog.
Literal

Verbal

Extends d

, 2 4 6 8 10 12
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

2 4 6 1 10 i i 4 -,. 0%X22 24

.w 2.- S 10 12 14 IS

Autom. Sequences 0 2 4 K0t
Reciting 0 I

Symbol Discrim. 4 6 8 10
Word Recog. 2 4 6 8
Compr. Oral Spell.' - . 2 4 6 8
Wd. Picture Match 4 6 8 10
Read. Sent. Porag. 2 4 6 8 10

Mechanics 0 I .. - 3
Serial Writing 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4547
Primer. Dict. 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 IS
Writ. Confront. Naming 2 1 4 6 8 10
Spelling To Diet.
Sentences To Dict. 3 5 T 9 10

N rWrit. I2 4 6 8 10 12
II 2 3 4
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The translation of the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia

Examination (BDAE) was provided by Manuela Juarez, Director

of the Miller Speech and Hearing Clinic in Fort Worth, Texas.

According to Ms. Juarez, the BDAE has not been standardized

on Spanish-dominant or bilingual speakers. Test scores

should, therefore be used only as indices of relative

strengths and weaknesses across language modalities.
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